Polaroid Snap Touch™ Instant Digital Camera with LCD Display

Features & Benefits
- Instant 2x3" color prints
- 13MP photos
- 1080p/720p video
- Bluetooth connectivity
- Photobooth mode
- Burst mode
- Filters, borders, and digital stickers
- Auto timer
- Built-in selfie mirror
- MicroSD card slot (up to 128GB)
- Micro USB port
- Microphone & speaker
- Built-in rechargeable lithium-ion battery
- Snap, print, share — no computer connections needed
- 2x3" full color printing using Zink® Zero Ink® Printing Technology
- No ink. No Hassles.™
- No ink cartridges or ribbons to throw away

Black  POLSTB
Blue    POLSTBL
Red     POLSTR
White   POLSTW
Purple  POLSTPR
Pink    POLSTBP
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Polaroid Snap™ Instant Digital Camera with ZINK® Zero Ink® Printing Technology

Features & Benefits
- 10 megapixel digital camera
- 6 picture modes (color, black & white, vintage sepia tone, Polaroid border logo format in color, black & white and vintage sepia tone)
- MicroSD card indicator
- Self-timer feature — get yourself, and the group, in the shot
- Snap, print, share — no computer connections needed
- Paper prints automatically when image is captured
- No Ink. No Hassles.
- Full color prints using ZINK® Zero Ink® Printing Technology
- Protective Silicone Skin for Polaroid Snap Instant Digital Camera
- Allows easy access to printer, LED indicators, and all controls
- Ergonomically designed custom silicone skin
- Tough rubberized material protects the camera from scuffs, knocks and bumps
- EVA Case for Polaroid Snap and Snap Touch Instant Digital Camera
- Stylish and durable EVA case
- Provides ultimate protection from scratches and chips
- Soft felt interior lining
- Loop for attachment to neck and hand straps
- Neoprene Case for Polaroid Snap and Snap Touch Instant Digital Camera
- Slim, sleek, durable design
- Provides support and stability
- Form-fitting, soft neoprene construction
- Protects from dust, falls, bumps and scratches
- Design allows you to attach your camera to your neck or hand strap while it’s in the pouch
- Includes a convenient belt loop
- Protective Silicone Skin for Polaroid Snap Instant Digital Camera
- Allows easy access to printer, LED indicators, and all controls
- Ergonomically designed custom silicone skin
- Tough rubberized material protects the camera from scuffs, knocks and bumps
- 8” Heavy Duty Tripod with Ball Head
- Provides support and stability
- Mini ball head for 360° pan & 90° tilt
- Extends from 5” to 8” for Polaroid Instant Print Digital Cameras
- Snap Wrap Flexi Color Tripod with 360° Rotating Ball Head
- Provides support and stability
- Mini ball head for 360° pan & 90° tilt
- Extends from 5” to 8” for Polaroid Instant Print Digital Cameras
- Neck & Wrist Strap Kit
- Provides support and stability
- Wrist strap extends from 5” to 8”
- 1 wrist strap and 1 neck strap for Polaroid Instant Print Digital Cameras
Polaroid ZIP™ Instant Printer

Features & Benefits
- Print directly from your mobile phone or tablet
- 2x3" full-color prints
- Smudge-proof photos and peel-back, sticky paper for extra fun
- No ink. No Hassles—no ink cartridges or ribbons to throw away
- Prints in under a minute
- Uses 2x3" Premium ZINK Paper

Available for download in iOS and Android™ Market

Polaroid Print App

Polaroid • Instant Cameras / Printers / Acc

Neoprene Case for Polaroid ZIP™ Instant Printer

Features & Benefits
- Slim sleek durable design
- Form-fitting, soft neoprene construction
- Protects from dust, sudden falls, bumps and scratches
- Design allows you to use your neck/ hand strap while printer is in pouch
- Includes a belt loop for convenient carrying

EVA Case for Polaroid ZIP™ Instant Printer

Features & Benefits
- Stylish and durable Ethylene Vinyl Acetate (EVA) case
- Soft felt interior lining
- Clips onto belt or other straps
- Unzips from 3 sides for quick and easy access

POLMP01B
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POLMP01R
POLMP01W

Black
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PLZIPNPBL
PLZIPNPR
PLZIPNPP
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Pink
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PLZIPEVAB
PLZIPEVABL
PLZIPEVAR
PLZIPEVAP
PLZIPEVAPR
PLZIPEVAW
2x3” Premium ZINK® Paper

Features & Benefits
- Improved quality, borderless, 2x3” color prints
- Brighter, sharper images
- Peel-off, adhesive-backed photo paper
- Prints dry to the touch
- Smudge-proof, water-resistant, tear-resistant photos
- Prints using ZINK® Zero Ink® Printing Technology from ZINK Imaging

For use with: Polaroid Snap, Polaroid Snap Touch, Z340 and Socialmatic instant print digital cameras, and Polaroid ZIP Instant Mobile Printer

Available in 20-, 30- and 50-pack retail packaging or 10-pack bulk (for 10-pack bulk, ask your sales representative.)

Rainbow Border
2x3” Premium ZINK® Paper

Features & Benefits
- Borders in 5 bright colors (random order)
- Vibrant 2x3” color images
- Adhesive-backed photo paper
- Prints dry to the touch
- Smudge-proof, water-resistant, tear-resistant prints
- Prints using ZINK® Zero Ink® Printing Technology

For use with: Polaroid Snap, Polaroid Snap Touch, Z340 and Socialmatic instant print digital cameras, and Polaroid ZIP Instant Mobile Printer

Available in 20-pack retail packaging.

Leatherette Photo Album for 2x3” ZINK® Paper

Features & Benefits
- Elegant stitched design with brass corner accents
- 24 clear pages hold 48 2x3” photos
- Wallet-sized for easy carrying & storage
- Protect your 2x3” memorable photos

Window Cover Photo Album

Features & Benefits
- Transparent pocket on front cover for displaying your favorite photo
- 64 pockets for Polaroid 2x3” photoprints
- 16 2-sided pages
- Durable plastic pockets protect pictures from dust and wear
- Book style
- Soft but sturdy PVC cover and spine

Quilted Cover Photo Album

Features & Benefits
- Beautiful design with quilted cover
- 64 pockets for Polaroid 2x3” photoprints
- 16 2-sided pages
- Durable plastic pockets protect pictures from dust and wear
- Book style
- Table cover features pocket to store loose photos

Polaroid Snap Touch™ Camera Photo Album

Features & Benefits
- Perfectly sized for Polaroid 2x3” photoprints
- Accordion style
- Can hold 12 2x3” photos
- Display your favorite photo in the “LCD Screen” on the back

Min Frame 10-Pack

Features & Benefits
- 10 colorful frames
- Pastel shades complement any décor
- Perfectly sized for Polaroid 2x3” photoprints
- Easy-loading for horizontal or vertical display
- Makes a great gift
- Durable, lightweight plastic

Polaroid Vintage Camera Photo Frames

Features & Benefits
- Create decorations with your 2x3” photoprints
- 8 fun, vintage camera frames in assorted colors
- Includes magnetic clothespin clips and rope for stringing and hanging
- Great for parties and other events

Square Color Frame Kit

Features & Benefits
- Create decorations with your 2x3” photoprints
- 10 Polaroid Classic Border format square photo frames in assorted colors
- Includes magnetic clothespin clips and rope for stringing and hanging
- Great for parties and other events

Polaroid Clear Acrylic Frames

Features & Benefits
- Perfectly sized for your 2x3” photoprints
- Sturdy clear acrylic

Colors:
- Black
- Pink
- Blue
- Purple
- Red
- White
- Multi-color

Colors:
- Black/White
- Pink/Orange
- L-Shaped
- V-Shaped
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Family Tree Stand and Frames

**Features & Benefits**
- Perfectly sized for your 2x3" Polaroid photoprints
- Painted die-cut metal tree stand
- 5 magnetic, silver-colored mini photo frames
- Mat shapes: 2 square, 2 oval, 1 heart
- Fully assembled
- Quick and easy photo insertion and removal

Photo Holder Cubes

**Features & Benefits**
- 6 colorful cubes
- Use to hold Polaroid 2x3” photoprints, standard photos, notes, place cards, and more
- Durable silicone rubber

Magnetic Photo Frames

**Features & Benefits**
- Designed specifically for Polaroid instant camera 2x3” photoprints and other mini photos
- Powerful magnetic backing secures frames to refrigerators, lockers, and other metal surfaces
- Lightweight

Photo Clip LED Light String

**Features & Benefits**
- Light string spans 6.5 feet
- 16 lighted clothespin-type clips are perfectly sized to hold Polaroid 2x3” photoprints
- Multicolor features LEDs in 4 colors: red, blue, orange, and green
- Durable clear acrylic clips keep photos safely & neatly spaced at 4” apart
- Hang from wall, shelf, tree & more
- Lightweight and portable
- 3 light modes: On / Flash / Off
- 3 AA batteries required (not included)

8x8” Fabric Covered Scrapbook Album

**Features & Benefits**
- Transparent pocket on front cover holds Polaroid 2x3” photoprint
- Load from the binder
- Acid, lignin, and PVC-free page protectors

Polaroid Snap™ Camera Scrapbook Album

**Features & Benefits**
- Perfectly sized for Polaroid 2x3” photoprints
- Can hold standard 4x6” or 5x7” photos
- 12 black chipboard pages (7.25x6.25”)
- Glue binding, lies flat

Polaroid Vintage Camera Scrapbook Album

**Features & Benefits**
- Charming vintage Polaroid instant camera cover design
- Holds Polaroid 2x3” photoprints or standard 4x6” photos
- 12 black chipboard pages (7.25x6.25”)
- Glue binding, lies flat

Cardstock Paper Pack

**Features & Benefits**
- 54 8x8” sheets
- 9 colors
- Perfect for scrapbooking, card making, and all your Polaroid 2x3” photoprint projects
- Acid and lignin free

Gel Pen Sets

**Features & Benefits**
- 12 fun colors
- 1mm fine tip (metallic & fluorescent), 1mm tip (glitter)
- Non toxic, water based
- Acid free
- Conforms to ASTM D4236

Double Tip Marker Set

**Features & Benefits**
- Set of 12
- 1mm fine tip, 4mm chisel tip
- Non toxic, water based
- Acid free
- Conforms to ASTM D4236
Metallic Marker Set
Features & Benefits
Set of 10
1.8mm fine tip
Non-toxic, water based
Acid free
Conforms to ASTM D 4236

Decorative Edger Scissors
Features & Benefits
6 scissors offer a variety of edge designs
Creates continuous patterns for borders, trims, paper ribbons, and more
Sharp, durable blades for clean, precise cuts
Ergonomic, soft-grip handles
Comfortable for left or right hand use
Great for gift wrapping, card making, scrapbooking, and decorating

Mini Photo Punch
Features & Benefits
Add decorative, precisely cut designs to your photos and paper crafts.

Mini Photo Border Stickers
Features & Benefits
Perfectly sized for Polaroid 2x3” paper photoprints
Add fun and personality to all your photo projects
100 colorful designs and motifs
Easy peel-and-stick application
Use background portion for labels, notes, captions, or matching cut-outs

Scrapbook Stickers
Features & Benefits
Use these fun stickers for all of your Polaroid 2x3” photoprint projects.
Great for scrapbooks, cards, gifts, and decorations

Photo Storage Box
Features & Benefits
Sliding lid with easel-backed photo frame
Sturdy, clear acrylic design
Makes a great gift

Photo Storage Box with Dividers
Features & Benefits
Perfectly sized to hold your Polaroid 2x3” photoprints
3 built-in dividers let you organize and quickly find photos
Sturdy, clear acrylic design
Makes a great gift

Photo Frame Pen/Pencil Holder
Features & Benefits
Holds two 2x3” photoprints
Easy to add and remove photos
Sturdy, clear acrylic design
Makes a great gift

Photo Frame Storage Box
Features & Benefits
Sliding lid holds 2 2x3” photoprints on lid
Sturdy, clear acrylic design
Makes a great gift

Photo Frame Storage Box (with 2 sheets)
Features & Benefits
Built-in photo frame for 2x3" photoprint on lid
Sturdy, clear acrylic design
Makes a great gift
**Instant Camera**

**Features & Benefits**
- Takes business card-size instant color photos
- Four scene settings help you capture the perfect shot in any light
- Automatic flash
- Works with Polaroid 300 Instant Film
- Picture size: 2.1” x 3.4”
- Image size: 1.8” x 2.4”
- Film capacity: 10 Prints

(For clamshell packaging inquire with your sales person)

- **Purple** POLPIC300P
- **Red** POLPIC300R
- **Blue** POLPIC300BL
- **Black** POLPIC300BK

---

**Instant Film**

**Features & Benefits**
- ISO 800 business card size integral color film
- Glossy finish
- Works with Polaroid 300 Instant Cameras

**Product Specifications:**
- Picture size: 2.1” x 3.4”
- Image size: 1.8” x 2.4”
- Available in packs of 10 and 20

- **Purple** POLPIC300P
- **Red** POLPIC300R
- **Blue** POLPIC300BL
- **Pink** POLPIC300PP
- **Black** POLPIC300BK

---

**Snap & Clip Case**

**Features & Benefits**
- Custom Designed for the Polaroid PIC-300
- Faux leather
- Opening for the lens
- Magnetic front flap closure
- Plush inner lining
- Includes shoulder strap

- **Black** PLC300B
- **Blue** PLC300BL
- **Brown** PLC300BR
- **White** PLC300W

---

**Neoprene Case**

**Features & Benefits**
- Slim sleek durable design
- Form-fitting, soft neoprene construction
- Protects from dust, sudden falls, bumps and scratches
- Design allows you to use your neck / hand strap while camera is in pouch
- Includes a belt loop for convenient carrying

- **Black** PLPIC300NPB
- **Blue** PLPIC300NPL
- **Red** PLPIC300NPR
- **Pink** PLPIC300NPP

---
HD Lifestyle Action Video Camera

**Features & Benefits**
- Lightweight / compact: 35mm cube design
- Weatherproof/splash proof/shock proof
- 124° wide angle lens
- Records HD 720p/1080p
- BMP still pictures
- 124° viewing angle
- Image stabilization
- Low light capability
- Up to 1½ hrs. battery life
- MicroSD card slot (up to 32GB)
- Unique quick-release mounting system

**POLC3BK**
- Black

**POLC3R**
- Red

**POLC3BL**
- Blue

**Wi-Fi HD Lifestyle Action Video Camera**

**Features & Benefits**
- Wi-Fi and live streaming
- Connect to multiple cameras over router
- 1440p/1080p/720p HD video
- BMP still pictures
- 124° viewing angle
- Image stabilization
- Low light capability
- Up to 1½ hrs. battery life
- MicroSD card slot (up to 128GB)
- Sync the camera with your smartphone or tablet with Polaroid CUBE+ app to enjoy additional capture controls including burst mode, and use your phone as a viewfinder

**POLC3BK**
- Black

**POLC3R**
- Red

**POLC3BL**
- Blue

**Helmet Mount**
**Features & Benefits**
- 3M double-sided sticker
- Rotating camera platform
- Universal quick-release clip

**POLC3HM**
- HELMETMOUNT

**Bicycle Mount**
**Features & Benefits**
- Fits 1” diameter handlebars
- Rotating camera platform
- Universal quick-release clip

**POLC3BM**
- BICYClemount

**Tripod Mount**
**Features & Benefits**
- Fits all standard 1/4” 20 tripods
- Connects quickly and easily
- Universal quick-release clip

**POLC3TM**
- TRIPODMOUNT

**Magnet Mount**
**Features & Benefits**
- Turn your Polaroid Cube camera into a selfie camera
- Magnetic mount fits all standard 1/4” 20 tripods / monopods
- Selfie stick not included

**POLC3ST**
- STRAPMOUNT

**Strap Mount**
**Features & Benefits**
- 3 multipurpose nylon straps (1m, 2m)
- Rotating camera platform
- Universal quick-release clip

**POLC3ST**
- STRAPMOUNT

**Polaroid CUBE+ App**
Available for download in iOS and Android™ Market

Download on the
App Store | Google Play

Polaroid • Action Cameras / Acc
**Polaroid • Action Cameras / Acc**

**Waterproof Case**

**Features & Benefits**
- Protective silicone case
- 90cm nylon lanyard
- Aluminum carabineer

**Waterproof Case + Suction Mount**

**Features & Benefits**
- Easily mounts to a flat, smooth surface with the strong suction cup
- Includes waterproof case
- Waterproof (10m) / shockproof
- Rotating camera platform
- Universal quick-release clip

**Bumper Case**

**Features & Benefits**
- Protective silicone case
- 90cm nylon lanyard
- Aluminum carabineer

**Flexi-Pod**

**Features & Benefits**
- Ultra compact design
- 5 flexible legs
- Water-resistant silicon
- 3 powerful magnets
- Slip-resistant feet
- Hanging eyelet

**Monkey Stand**

**Features & Benefits**
- Freely rotates 360º
- Magnetic attachment
- Adorable & very stable

**Shot Glass**

**Features & Benefits**
- Plastic shot glass with camera holder beneath
- Includes waterproof case
- Waterproof (10m) / shockproof
- Rotating camera platform
- Universal quick-release clip

**Sticky**

**Features & Benefits**
- Connects to waterproof case and safety door
- Works with double-sided self-adhesive sticker
- Lanyard included

**Plate**

**Features & Benefits**
- Plate allows mounting on all non-metal surfaces
- Works with double-sided self-adhesive sticker and metal ball
Optimum Pro SD/MicroSD Memory Card

**Features & Benefits**
- Class 10 UHS-1 U1
- Up to 80MB/s read speed
- Supports full HD video
- Waterproof
- Temperature proof
- Shock proof
- X-ray proof
- Lifetime limited warranty

---

Lightning Performance SD/MicroSD Memory Card

**Features & Benefits**
- Class 30 UHS-1 U3
- Up to 95MB/s read speed
- Up to 90MB/s write speed
- Supports full 4K Ultra HD video
- Waterproof
- Temperature proof
- Shock proof
- X-ray proof
- Lifetime limited warranty

---

Instadrive USB 2.0 Flash Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Hot plug and play
- Transfer rate up to 5 Gbps
- Compliant with USB 2.0 and backward compatible with USB 1.1
- Driveless in Windows® 7/2000/XP/Vista®
- Driveless in Mac® OS X and later (USB 1.1 speed)
- Driveless in Mac® OS X 10.2.8 and later (USB 2.0 speed)
- Driveless in Linux® Kernel 2.4.0 and later (USB 1.1 speed)
- Driveless in Linux® Kernel 2.4.10 and later (USB 2.0 speed)
- Optional password security

---

Instadrive USB 3.0 Flash Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Hot plug and play
- Transfer rate up to 5 Gbps
- Compliant with USB 3.0 and backward compatible with USB 2.0
- Driveless in Windows® 7/2000/XP/Vista®
- Driveless in Mac® OS X and later (USB 1.1 speed)
- Driveless in Mac® OS X 10.2.8 and later (USB 2.0 speed)
- Driveless in Linux® Kernel 2.4.0 and later (USB 1.1 speed)
- Driveless in Linux® Kernel 2.4.10 and later (USB 2.0 speed)
- Optional password security

---

Instaduo USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Microdrive USB 2.0 Flash Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Hot plug and play mini USB drive
- Compliant with USB 2.0 and 1.1
- Driveless in Windows® ME/200/XP/Vista®
- Driveless in Mac® OS 9.X and later (USB 1.1 speed)
- Driveless in Mac® OS X 10.2.8 and later (USB 2.0 speed)
- Driveless in Linux® Kernel 2.4.0 and later (USB 1.1 speed)
- Driveless in Linux® Kernel 2.4.10 and later (USB 2.0 speed)
- Optional password security

---

Microdrive USB 3.0 Flash Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Hot plug and play mini USB drive
- Transfer rate up to 5 Gbps
- Compliant with USB 3.0 and backward compatible with USB 2.0
- Driveless in Windows® 7/2000/XP/Vista®
- Driveless in Mac® OS X and later (USB 1.1 speed)
- Driveless in Mac® OS X 10.2.8 and later (USB 2.0 speed)
- Driveless in Linux® Kernel 2.4.0 and later (USB 1.1 speed)
- Driveless in Linux® Kernel 2.4.10 and later (USB 2.0 speed)
- Optional password security

---

Instaduo USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required

---

Instadroid USB 3.0 Pen Drive

**Features & Benefits**
- Direct connection to mobile devices and PCs
- Embedded USB 2.0 micro B connector
- Standard USB 3.0 type A SuperSpeed connector
- Hot plug and play
- No cables required
iDuo High Performance USB 3.1 Flash Drive with Lightning® Connector

- Dual connectors: Lightning, USB 3.1
- Compatible with iPod®, iPhone®, iPod touch®, Mac® OS, PCs
- Super-fast transfer speeds
- Large storage capacity for photos, videos, music, files backup
- Use to charge your mobile device when connected to USB power source
- MFI certified
- Lightning transfer speed: up to 25/10 MB/s
- USB transfer speed: up to 120/20 MB/s

Portable External SSD

- Large capacity, ultra-fast transfer
- Compatible with Windows®, Mac® OS, Android™
- Read speed up to 410MB/s, write up to 390MB/s
- Interface: USB 3.1, backward compatible with USB 2.0
- Included USB cable
- Limited 3 year warranty

72-in-1 Reader/Writer

- 6 slots support all memory cards
- USB 2.0 for high speed read/write capability
- Compact footprint and durable rubberized exterior makes it ideal for use at home, in the studio or on location
- Easy plug & play installation

SD Card Reader/Writer

- Compact footprint and durable rubberized exterior
- Compact design - bulk package

High Speed SD Card Reader / Hi-Speed USB

- 32GB
- 64GB
- 128GB

- 128GB
- 250GB
- 500GB

PLMCDR

PLMCRDR

PLMCRDRBULK

PLMCDDR

Memory Card Wallet

- Durable ballistic nylon exterior and wallet-like interior protects and organizes up to 3 memory cards
- Mesh pockets keep memory cards secure and separate from other accessories
- Padded for extra protection
- Water resistant

Double (Dual) Battery Charger

- Interchangeable snap in plates let you customize unit to charge two different model batteries, or two of same model batteries simultaneously
- Intelligent LED status indicators for real time charging progress
- Dual quick charge one or two batteries simultaneously
- Designed for today’s “memory free” battery formulations
- Double up your power, save time!
- AC & DC chargers included

Universal Dual Battery Charger

- Safely charge li-ion camera batteries
- LED indicator light
- Charge an extra battery while using your camera battery
- Choose either 120 volt or 12 volt power source
- Included European adapter plug
- Included AC Power Adapter Kit

AC Power Adapter Kit

- This kit allows you to power your camera from an AC outlet useful for lengthy studio shoots with no need to continuously replace and recharge multiple batteries.
- Includes a DC coupler to attach to the camera’s battery port, an AC adapter to convert the power, and an AC wire to plug into the outlet.
- Adapters: 120-30V and UK & EU plug adapters included
- Canon ACK-E18
- Canon ACK-E10
- Canon ACK-E6
- Canon ACK-E8
- Nikon EN-EL5 + EP5B
- Nikon EN-EL14, EN-EL15, EN-EL19
- GoPro® Hero 3, 3+

- Polaroid Memory Storage
- New Item
- Polaroid Memory Storage | Batt. Chargers
- Memory Card Reader/Writer
- SD Card Reader/Writer
- High Speed SD Card Reader / Hi-Speed USB
- OTG/USB Multi-Function SD/MicroSD Card Reader/Writer

PLMACDR

PLACACMEMCARDWAL

PLH2CN18 Canon
PLH2CN36 Canon
PLH2CN54 Canon
PLH2NK18 Nikon
PLH2NK72 Nikon
PLH2PN18 Panasonic
PLHUCAN Canon
PLHUPAN Panasonic
PLHUKOD Kodak
PLHUSY Sony

PLACACKE18 Canon ACK-E18
PLACACKE10 Canon ACK-E10
PLACACKE6 Canon ACK-E6
PLACACKE8 Canon ACK-E8
PLAC085B Nikon EN-EL5 + EP5B
PLAC085A Nikon EN-EL5 + EP5B
PLAC086H3 GoPro® Hero 3, 3+
- Action Cameras
Underwater Housing For Point & Shoot With Lens & Without Features & Benefits
- Rugged, yet flexible industrial grade plastic housing protects while allowing full access to all key features
- Sealed gasket for added protection
- Depth tested to 30’ (10m)
- Housing material optimized for underwater flash use

Floating Wrist Strap for Underwater Cameras / Camcorder & Housings for Point & Shoot Cameras Features & Benefits
- Low buoyancy
- High visibility
- Scuba gear attachment loop
- Detachable camera loop
- Locking wrist strap adjuster

Waterproof Bag for SLR Camera Features & Benefits
- Dive-rated waterproof pouch for various digital SLR cameras
- Waterproof underwater pouch usable up to 30 feet (10M)
- UV protected polycarbonate on the lens for clear pictures
- Transparent soft cover supporting all kinds of operation on camera
- Ideal for taking pictures in the rain, at the beach, or on the ski slopes etc.
- Easy to use. Includes neck strap

Weather Shield Features & Benefits
- Protects both the camera and flash from rain, snow, and windblown dust.
- Rear zipper allows easy camera insertion
- Locking stitching snaps up the lens protector and the user’s sams
- Generous, clear flash cover with built-in diffuser

Dive Rated Waterproof Underwater Housing Case Features & Benefits
- High impact, polycarbonate case
- Photo quality viewing glass
- Usable up to 40 meters (130ft)
- Camlocks to ensure a watertight seal
- Protects your camera out of water from mud, dust, snow and rain
- Provides easy access to all camera controls and functions

Sony
- PLWPCRX100
- RX100
- PLWPCRX100M2
- RX100 Mark II
- PLWPCCNEX5LG
- Alpha NEX-5/5N/5R w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX5NLG
- Alpha NEX-5N w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX3LG
- Alpha NEX-3/3N w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX5R1855
- NEX-5R w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX61855
- NEX-6 w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX71855
- NEX-7 w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCA50001650
- A5000 w/16-50mm lens
- PLWPCCA51001650
- A5100 w/16-50mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX5SM
- Alpha NEX-5/5N w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX5NSM
- Alpha NEX-5N w/16mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX3SM
- Alpha NEX-3/3N w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX3CMSM
- Alpha NEX-3/3N w/16mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX71650
- NEX 7 w/16mm lens
- PLWPCCA51650
- NEX 6 w/16mm lens

Canon
- PLWPCG1X
- G1 X
- PLWPCG12
- G11 / G12
- PLWPCG15
- G15
- PLWPCG16
- G16
- PLWPCG19
- G19
- PLWPCG700D
- T5I / 700D
- PLWPCG750D
- T6I / 750D
- PLWPCG760D
- T6S / 760D
- PLWPG650D
- G650
- PLWPG7X2
- G7X II
- PLWPEGM131855
- M13 w/18-55mm lens
- PLWPEGM151855
- M15 w/18-55mm lens
- PLWPEGM1650
- M16 w/50mm lens
- PLWPEGM1522
- M15 w/22mm lens
- PLWPEGM214
- G2
- PLWPEGM13
- G3
- PLWPEGM15
- G5
- PLWPEGM16
- G6
- PLWPEGM100D
- T2I / 550D
- PLWPEGM70D
- T3I / 600D
- PLWPEGM700D
- T4I / 650D
- PLWPEGM800D
- T5I / 700D
- PLWPEGM80D
- T6I / 760D
- PLWPEGM850D
- T6S / 760D
- PLWPEGM1850D
- T7I / 850D
- PLWPEGM1800D
- T8I / 900D
- PLWPEGM8000D
- T5I / 700D
- PLWPEGM8500D
- T6I / 760D
- PLWPEGM1000D
- T7I / 850D
- PLWPEGM1100D
- T8I / 900D
- PLWPEGM12850
- T9I / 12850
- PLWPEGM125
- T10
- PLWPEGM12
- T4 / 600D
- PLWPEGM7
- T1 / 550D
- PLWPEGM6
- T3 / 600D

Panasonic
- PLWPCGF214
- GF2
- PLWPCGF314
- GF3
- PLWPCGF21442
- GF2 w/14-42mm lens
- PLWPCGF31442
- GF3 w/14-42mm lens
- PLWPCGF51442
- GF5 w/14-42mm lens
- PLWPCGF61442
- GF6 w/14-42mm lens

Olympus
- PLWPECMS1250
- EMS w/1250mm lens
- PLWPECPS17
- EMS w/17mm lens
- PLWPECX1042442
- EM10 w/42mm lens
- PLWPECX114240
- EM1 w/40mm lens
- PLWPECX11240
- EM1 w/24mm lens
- PLWPECX11250
- EM1 w/50mm lens
- PLWPECX1130
- EM1 w/30mm lens
- PLWPECX11442
- EM10 w/44mm lens
- PLWPECX112200
- EM1 w/200mm lens
- PLWPECX11200
- EM1 w/100mm lens
- PLWPECX1185
- EM1 w/85mm lens
- PLWPECX1165
- EM1 w/65mm lens
- PLWPECX1135
- EM1 w/35mm lens
- PLWPECX1117
- EM1 w/17mm lens
- PLWPECX118
- EM1 w/8mm lens
- PLWPECX116
- EM1 w/6mm lens

Nikon
- PLWPCP7000
- Coolpix P7000
- PLWPCP7100
- Coolpix P7100
- PLWPCD7000
- D7000
- PLWPCD7100
- D7100
- PLWPCNJ11030
- J1 w/10mm lens
- PLWPCV11030
- V1 w/10mm lens
- PLWPCD72001855
- D7200 w/18-55mm lens
- PLWPCD750105
- D750 w/105mm lens
- PLWPCD800105
- D800 w/105mm lens
- PLWPCD80015
- D800 w/15mm lens
- PLWPCD81015
- D810 w/15mm lens
- PLWPCJ510
- J5 w/10mm lens
- PLWPCJF1030
- J5 w/10-30mm lens

Sony
- PLWPCRX100
- RX100
- PLWPCRX100M2
- RX100 Mark II
- PLWPCCNEX5LG
- Alpha NEX-5/5N/5R w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX5NLG
- Alpha NEX-5N w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX3LG
- Alpha NEX-3/3N w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX5R1855
- NEX-5R w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX61855
- NEX-6 w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX71855
- NEX-7 w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCA50001650
- A5000 w/16-50mm lens
- PLWPCCA51001650
- A5100 w/16-50mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX5SM
- Alpha NEX-5/5N w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX5NSM
- Alpha NEX-5N w/16mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX3SM
- Alpha NEX-3/3N w/18mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX3CMSM
- Alpha NEX-3/3N w/16mm lens
- PLWPCCNEX71650
- NEX 7 w/16mm lens
- PLWPCCA51650
- NEX 6 w/16mm lens

Stabilizer Bar for Waterproof Camera Housings Features & Benefits
- Corrosion-free materials used throughout
- Rock-solid camera control
- Designed to work with Polaroid waterproof camera housings

PLWPCSTA
42” Travel Tripod

Features & Benefits
- 8 Section collapsible stainless steel legs with non slip rubber feet
- Legs extend and easily twist clockwise into a locking position, counterclockwise to unlock
- Extends to 42” and collapses to just 11”
- Weighs about one pound; supports 2 pounds
- Unique control handle does all: panning, tilting, leveling, locking and unlocking
- Horizontal or vertical camera mounting
- Includes protective carrying case

50” Inch Photo/Video Tripod

Features & Benefits
- Multi purpose locking pan head makes unit ideal for camcorder users as well
- Weighs under 2 pounds and retracts to under 17 inches for anytime/anywhere portability
- Locking braced center column
- Scuff-proof rubber feet increases stability and traction on uneven surfaces
- Carrying case included

57” Inch Photo/Video Tripod

Features & Benefits
- Ergonomically designed, built-in carrying handle plus no sweat foam grips
- Exclusive double bubble dual levels
- Locking braced center column with convenient hook & carrying handle
- Multi purpose pan head ideal for camcorder users
- Swivel-set rubber feet for spike-like traction & stability without damaging surfaces
- Three section, fully adjustable “traplock” legs with stay-set auto locking mechanism for fast and easy height adjustments
- Carrying case included

64” Inch Aluminum Tripod

Features & Benefits
- 64-inch maximum working height. Extremely stable mounting system
- Ultra smooth pan/tilt head. Quick-lock camera platform
- Dual bubble levels for extra precision. Removable center column with weight hook
- Weights just 4.4-lbs; holds 7.6-lbs. Foam padded upper leg sections

67” “Combo” Professional Tripod

With Built-In Removable Monopod

Features & Benefits
- 67” maximum working height, 53” monopod height
- Extremely stable mounting system w/ ultra smooth ball head. Quick lock camera platform
- Foam padded upper leg sections. Includes additional quick-release plate
- Solid rubber tipped legs with retractable spikes
- Bubble level & compass
- Includes deluxe carrying case

72” Inch Photo/Video Professional Tripod

Features & Benefits
- Industrial grade materials and construction provide maximum stability and versatility in a variety of situations regardless of equipment
- Ergonomically designed, built-in carrying handle plus no sweat foam grips
- Dual bubble levels on both head and base for straight shooting in all situations
- Extends to a full 6 feet yet weighs under 4 pounds and retracts to just 28 inches for anytime-anywhere portability
- Additional quick release plate included for fast switching between cameras and equipment
- Locking, braced center column features convenient carrying handle and accessory hook for added stabilization, metering equipment , digital recorders, etc.
- Multi purpose pan head makes this ideal for video-a-plications
- Swivel-set rubber feet deliver spike-like traction & stability without damaging surfaces
- Three section fully adjustable legs with stay-set auto locking mechanism for fast and easy height adjustments
- Carrying case included

65” VariPod

Features & Benefits
- 2-in-1: monopod & tripod base can be used independently or together
- Locking tripod feet with rubberized grip pads for enhanced stability
- Monopod extends to 65”; tripod on its own lifts 53”
- Solid rubber tipped legs with retractable spikes
- Bubble level & compass
- Includes deluxe carrying case

64” Carbon Fiber Monopod

Features & Benefits
- 100% carbon fiber tube design is 50% lighter than metal, yet every bit as rigid & durable
- 5 section locking tripod feet engineered for easy precision setting
- Compact and lightweight for take anywhere convenience, yet extends to 65”
- Solid rubber tipped legs with retractable spikes
- High density no sweat foam grip
- Standard tripod mount accepts virtually all cameras, camcorders, slave lights, remote devices and boom mics
**PLTRI8 8” Tripod**

**Features & Benefits**
- Provides support and stability for cameras, webcams, imaging devices, etc.
- Mini ball head delivers 360° pan and 90° tilt
- 3 sections, rubber tipped legs extend from 5” to 8”

**PLTRIC 65” & 75” Carbon Fiber Tripod with Ball Head**

**Features & Benefits**
- 100% carbon fiber tube design is 50% lighter than metal, yet every bit as rigid & durable
- Includes fully articulating ball head with removable plate
- 5 section tripod legs engineered for easy precise setting
- Unique internal gasket design prevents dirt & grit from getting into leg sections
- Individually adjustable spider leg construction
- Enables shooting close-ups or on uneven terrain easy
- Solid rubber tipped legs with retractable spikes
- Locking center column with accessory hook for added stability
- Padded case included

**PLTRIT 65” & 75” 30° Rotating Ball Head**

**Features & Benefits**
- Medium sized pro-grade tripod; approximately 1/2” tall when folded
- 3 independently flexible legs feature perpendicular, free-moving step joints
- Super grippy rubber rings hold onto poles/rods, countertops, shelves & more
- Bi-angled rubber tipped feet for enhanced image stability in any shooting position
- Freely rotating, lockable ball head; rubber pad-covered camera platform

**PLTRISWP**

**PLTRIG**

**PLTRIAD**

**Shoe Mount Tripod Adapter**

**Features & Benefits**
- This adapter allows devices with standard 1/4”-20 screw hole to be installed on a flash hot shoe slot
- It can be used as a monitor bracket or mounting LEDs, microphones or anything else that has a 1/4-20 receptacle
- Made out of sturdy pro-grade materials

**PLTRIBM**

**Action Mount with Ball Head**

**Features & Benefits**
- Attaches to bicycle, motorcycle handlebars
- Rubberized feet giving out handlebar protection
- Adjusts camera horizontally and vertically
- Dual straps secure it in place

**PLTRIBM**

**PLTRIG**

**PLTRIAD**

**Camera Extender/Self Portrait Handheld Monopod With Mirror**

**Features & Benefits**
- Works with all compact point and shoot digital cameras weighing up to one pound with a self-timer and tripod socket
- Collapsible down to 8 inches and extends to 37 inches
- Multi-position ball head with stabilizing lock
- See camera’s display screen via included mirror

**PLMONMR**

**PLMONBT**

**Snap and Wrap Flexi Tripod with 360° Rotating Ball Head**

**Features & Benefits**
- 100% carbon fiber tube design is 50% lighter than metal, yet every bit as rigid & durable
- Includes fully articulating ball head with removable plate
- 5 section tripod legs engineered for easy precise setting
- Unique internal gasket design prevents dirt & grit from getting into leg sections
- Individually adjustable spider leg construction
- Enables shooting close-ups or on uneven terrain easy
- Solid rubber tipped legs with retractable spikes
- Locking center column with accessory hook for added stability
- Padded case included

**PLTRIMINI**

**Flexible Mini Tabletop Tripod**

**Features & Benefits**
- Compact 5 inch length and convenient pocket clip make it the ideal “take anywhere” solution
- Universal tripod mount fits virtually all compact cameras as well as flash units, microphones, digital recorders and webcams

**PLTRIAD**

**PLTRISWP**

**Pistol Grip Tripod / Hand Pod**

**Features & Benefits**
- Standard tripod screw accepts standard photo/video products
- Ergonomically designed grip decreases filler when shooting video
- Combines the stability of a pistol grip with the convenience of a pocket sized tripod
- Locking tripod head with 110° of articulation
- Table-top feature great for cameras, camcorders, microphones etc.

**PLTRIAD**

**PLTRISWP**

**Bluetooth Camera Extender/Self-Portrait Handheld Monopod**

**Features & Benefits**
- Designed for both the pro photographer & the selfie-lover
- Built-in Bluetooth lets you remote control the shutter from the monopod
- Adds 40” of reach for virtually all camera devices
- Compact & lightweight for take-anywhere convenience
- Features standard tripod mount & detachable phone clip
- Designed with a micro-USB charging port

**PLMONBT**

**PLMONMR**

**65” & 75” Carbon Fiber Tripod with Ball Head**

**Features & Benefits**
- 100% carbon fiber tube design is 50% lighter than metal, yet every bit as rigid & durable
- Includes fully articulating ball head with removable plate
- 5 section tripod legs engineered for easy precise setting
- Unique internal gasket design prevents dirt & grit from getting into leg sections
- Individually adjustable spider leg construction
- Enables shooting close-ups or on uneven terrain easy
- Solid rubber tipped legs with retractable spikes
- Locking center column with accessory hook for added stability
- Padded case included
**Hot Shoe Two Axis Double Bubble Spirit Level**

*Features & Benefits*
- Spirit level / bubble level for camera’s hot shoe
- Easily identify if your camera is set up level on a tripod
- Beautiful crystal clear housing slips on a camera shoe mount or tripod thread

**Hot Shoe Three Axis Triple Bubble Spirit Level**

*Features & Benefits*
- Spirit level / bubble level for camera’s hot shoe
- Easily identify if your camera is set up level on a tripod
- 3 Axis – precise leveling

**3” Camera LCD Glass Screen Protective Cover For Digital SLR’s**

*Features & Benefits*
- Waterproof, corrosion-proof, dust-proof, scratch-proof, fingerprint-proof glass
- UV treated so it blocks UV rays while allowing 95% visible light transmission so the images you see are not affected
- It is easily mounted to your camera’s LCD screen with an adhesive backing

**Universal LCD Screen Protector**

- Great for digital cameras, video camcorders, cell phones, GPS devices, handheld games, and more
- 8:6 format: 1.7”, 1.8”, 2.0”, 2.2”, 2.5”, 2.8”, 3.0”, 3.5”, 4.0”
- 16:9 format: 2.4”, 2.7”, 3.5”

**Zoom/Focus Assist Handle**

*Features & Benefits*
- Easy on - Easy off
- One-finger operation
- Use for zooming or focusing

**Reflective Foreground Panels**

*Features & Benefits*
- Photograph small products with a reflective flair
- One white, one black panel
- Includes four magnetic feet

**3” Screen Shade**

*Features & Benefits*
- Fits most point-and-shoot cameras with 3” viewing screens
- Attaches with pressure-sensitive adhesive
- Greatly reduces the amount of light that reaches the camera’s viewing screen
- Colors look more vibrant
- Can be removed and reattached quickly

**Pro Video Condenser Shotgun Microphone**

*Features & Benefits*
- Electret condenser technology: sensitive to low volume sources
- Slide shoe mounting with wheel lock
- Lithium battery provides longer use
- Cardioid pickup pattern diminishes sound from behind
- User-selectable pickup angles choose either 90° or 120°
- Battery level monitor
- Windscreen included: great indoors and outdoors
- Lightweight

**Shotgun Microphone**

*Features & Benefits*
- Electret condenser technology: sensitive to low volume sources
- Shock mount included so no extra unwanted noises due to microphone movement
- Includes spare shock mount elastic bands
- 3” diagonal LCD screen

**Wireless Microphone System For SLR Cameras & Camcorders**

*Features & Benefits*
- Operates at 2.4GHz for maximum distance, stability and least battery drain
- Two-way communication, but only sound from transmitter can be recorded
- You can adjust the volume through VOL+ and VOL- volume control
- The lapel clip on transmitter makes it easy to carry
- Operating range up to 200 feet

**Omnidirectional Condenser Lavalier Microphone**

*Features & Benefits*
- For SLR Cameras, GoPro® Action Cameras & Camcorders
- Accurate voice reproduction and an omni pickup pattern that provides full coverage
- Electrode condenser technology: sensitive to low volume sources
- High-quality lightweight mic for all video use
- Integrated 4’ cable with 3.5mm mini plug for use with most cameras and camcorders
- 3.5mm - mini USB adapter is included for use with a GoPro Hero 3+, 3, 2 camera
- Mounting clip included for securing microphone to clothing or any material
- Foam windshield included: great for indoors and outdoors

**Professional Dual Stereo XY Condenser Microphone**

*Features & Benefits*
- Designed for use with DSLR cameras & camcorders
- Adjustable recording pattern from 90° or 120°
- Compact, lightweight design
- Two-step high pass filter
- Adjustable sound attenuation (±10dB,0dB)
- Adjustable recording level 3.5mm headphone and line-output
- Use the fur windscreen to cut down on wind noise pickup
- Integrated shock mount and shoe mount which has a threaded ¼”-20 socket allowing for off camera mounting

**Microphone Shock Mount with Dual-Mount Design**

*Features & Benefits*
- Simple, yet highly efficient design
- Accommodates tubular microphone bodies up to 1 inch in diameter
- Mounts two ways: Slide it into a camera’s hot-shoe or thread it on to a microphone stand
- Extra suspension bands included
- Can be aimed both horizontally and vertically
**Auto Focus Flash**

**Features & Benefits**
- Fully automatic design optimized for today's digital lenses, ultra compact design
- Auto focus assist lamp for accurate focusing even in low light situations, true TTL (through the lens) operation for seamless flash photography
- Internal tilt / bounce feature provides precise light control
- Guide no. 24M at ISO-100, fast 0.3 Second recycling time
- Auto sleep mode for more shooting time + less charging time

**PL108AFC** Canon
**PL108AFN** Nikon
**PL108AFOF** Olym/Pana
**PL108AFAPE** Pentax
**PL108AFAFS** Sony

**PL126PZC** Canon
**PL126PFN** Nikon
**PL126PZOP** Olym/Pana
**PL126PZPE** Pentax
**PL126PZFS** Sony

**PL175**

**PL190C** Canon
**PL190N** Nikon
**PL190DOP** Olym/Pana
**PL190DP** Pentax
**PL190DS** Sony

**Wireless Power Zoom Bounce / Swivel Flash**

**Features & Benefits**
- High GN at 58 (ISO 100, @ 35mm)
- Wireless trigger ready. Bounce and swivel design. Integrated bounce card and diffuser lens. 3-second recycle time.
- Auto power-saving mode
- Supports high-speed shooting up to 8fps
- Universal mount

**PL135N** Nikon
**PL135C** Canon

**PL160DN** Nikon
**PL160DOP** Olym/Pana
**PL160DP** Pentax
**PL160DS** Sony

**PL190C** Canon
**PL190N** Nikon
**PL190DOP** Olym/Pana
**PL190DP** Pentax
**PL190DS** Sony

**Dual Flash & LED & Auto Zoom**

**Features & Benefits**
- TTL metering
- Auto and manual zoom from 24-28-35-50-70-85mm
- LCD Display
- 5 level of power ratio: 1/1, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, and 1/16
- Automatic shutter speed setting
- Flash readiness indication
- Red-eye reduction (Type N, OP and P)
- Front and rear curtain synchronization
- Integrated LED video light
- Power saving function
- Built-in slave function
- Built-in reflecting plate and wide panel

**PL135N** Nikon
**PL135C** Canon

**PL160DN** Nikon
**PL160DOP** Olym/Pana
**PL160DP** Pentax
**PL160DS** Sony

**PL190C** Canon
**PL190N** Nikon
**PL190DOP** Olym/Pana
**PL190DP** Pentax
**PL190DS** Sony

**NEW**

**Bare Bulb Flash**

**Features & Benefits**
- High power-flash output
- Fast recycle times
- High-speed strobe firing (12 flashes per second)
- Battery-saving circuits
- 8 Power ratios from full to 1/128 power
- Rear-curtain sync function for special effects
- Thermal overload protection circuitry

**Pro Flexible Flash Twin Macro Flash & 5600K LED Light**

**Features & Benefits**
- World's most powerful twin macro flash turn the night into the brightest day with the 5600K LED light together or separate for your macro photography
- Dedicated 8 levels of brightness controls easily enable the finest exposure results
- Independent power on/off each flash and / or LED
- Independent flexible arms help set up flash for accurate light applications
- Central/horizontal hinge offers a smooth (vertical) 270° tilting range
- Features hot shoe & PC port as external connections; runs on 4 AA batteries

**PL190N** Nikon
**PL190DOP** Olym/Pana
**PL190DP** Pentax
**PL190DS** Sony

**PL160DN** Nikon
**PL160DOP** Olym/Pana
**PL160DP** Pentax
**PL160DS** Sony

**PL190C** Canon
**PL190N** Nikon
**PL190DOP** Olym/Pana
**PL190DP** Pentax
**PL190DS** Sony

**NEW**

**PL135N** Nikon
**PL135C** Canon

**PL160DN** Nikon
**PL160DOP** Olym/Pana
**PL160DP** Pentax
**PL160DS** Sony

**PL190C** Canon
**PL190N** Nikon
**PL190DOP** Olym/Pana
**PL190DP** Pentax
**PL190DS** Sony

**NEW**

**NEW**
### Tripod Collar Mount

**Features & Benefits**

- Tripod collar mount ring for the following lenses: Canon 70-200 f4, 300mm f4, 400mm f5.6.
- This unit will help you better balance the lens, and will make rotating much easier.

---

### Remote Controlled 360° Panorama Pan Head

**Features & Benefits**

- Included attachments support GoPro cameras, digital cameras & small SLR's with compact lens.
- Compact, portable design for freestanding operation or on tripod, slider, dolly etc.
- Durable rubberized exterior material makes for a sleek design and easy grip.
- Quick flip out stabilizing legs for strong stability and cool look.
- 1/4"-20 screw mounts camera; 1/4"-20 screw hole fits tripods, sliders etc.
- Included IR remote controls the panorama settings (5 speed modes, clockwise or counter clockwise movement, triangle mode-75°, 10 second intervals).
- Rechargeable 450mah battery offers 3 hours standby, 3+ hours runtime.
- Micro USB charging cable is included.

---

### Electronic Panorama Ball Head

**Features & Benefits**

- Supports GoPro cameras.
- Cameras & lightweight DSLR's (up to 1.5kg) — camera adapter compatible with GoPro cameras included.
- Compact & portable design for freestanding operation or on tripod/dolly.
- Rechargeable 1200mah battery offers 50 hours standby, 8+ hours runtime.
- 1/4" screw mount camera, 1/4" screw hole fits tripods, & sliders.
- Fine timing & degree settings for panorama shooting & time-lapse videos.
- Hard travel case is included for easy transport.

---

### Flash Diffuser - Hard Plastic

**Features & Benefits**

- Instantly eliminates uneven harsh lighting and "hot spots" caused by most flash units.
- Special formula ensures even diffusion regardless of shooting situation.
- Precision engineered to snap on & off flash head with ease.

---

### Soft Box Flash Diffuser

**Features & Benefits**

- Held in place with built-in elastic band, attaches in seconds.
- One size fits all.
- Creates soft, diffused light.
- Silver interior lining that increases contrast.
- Softens shadows.
- Can be used without the diffuser front for a bare bulb effect.
- Folds flat to conveniently fit in your gear bag.

---

### Universal Octagon Flash Diffuser

**Features & Benefits**

- Lightweight and folds flat.
- Friction mount with elastic hook & loop strap.
- Silver foil-like interior with additional diffuser cloth.
- Fits hot-shoe mounted flash guns up to two inches wide.
- Includes zippered storage case.

---

### Universal Gel Softbox Diffuser

**Features & Benefits**

- Provides soft, diffused light.
- Quick-mount hook & loop system.
- Fits most flash units.
- Includes 6 colored gels for special effects illumination.

---

### Color Cloth Flash Diffusers

**Features & Benefits**

- Held in place with built-in elastic band, attaches in seconds.
- One size fits all.
- 4 color diffusers included for maximum effect.
- Soft white, royal blue, rich red, warming.
- Creates soft, diffused light - softens shadows.
- Use flash in vertical or horizontal position.
- Folds flat to conveniently fit in your gear bag.

---

### Beauty Dish Diffuser & Accessories

**Features & Benefits**

- 6-inch dish creates soft light for portraits.
- Attaches easily to most top flashguns.
- Adjustable height (3 sections).
- Includes 3 colored filters, 1 neutral density filter, 3 honeycomb screens.
- Toolless installation and removal.

---

### Universal Snoot Diffuser

**Features & Benefits**

- One size fits most external flash units.
- Easy on and off with included clinch band.
- Accents a portion of a picture with soft light.
- Super lightweight.

---

### Beauty Dish Diffuser

**Features & Benefits**

- 6-inch dish creates soft light for portraits.
- Includes three interchangeable reflectors.
- Attaches easily to most top flashguns.

---

### Color Cloth Flash Diffusers

**Features & Benefits**

- Held in place with built-in elastic band, attaches in seconds.
- One size fits all.
- 4 color diffusers included for maximum effect.
- Soft white, royal blue, rich red, warming.
- Creates soft, diffused light - softens shadows.
- Use flash in vertical or horizontal position.
- Folds flat to conveniently fit in your gear bag.
### Video Light
**Features & Benefits**
- Eliminates dim, grainy video caused by insufficient lighting
- 3-watt white bulb and reflector produce even, balanced lighting
- Use during daytime shoots for enhanced color and detail
- Can also be used with digital still cameras that feature video mode
- Includes AC adapter and 2 AAA rechargeable batteries

### Universal Macro Ring Light-48 LED
**Features & Benefits**
- Cool even lighting
- Selectable light output: choose 24 or 48 LEDs
- Shoot as close as 1 inch
- Uses 3V power adapter or 2 AA (batteries not included)
- 6 Adapter rings included (49mm, 52mm, 55mm, 58mm, 62mm, 67mm)
- 48 LED - 5500k-6500k

### LED Macro Ring Flash & Light For Nikon or Canon
**Features & Benefits**
- Soft shadow free lighting
- 32 LEDs at 5500k
- Light mode: constant on
- Flash mode: all 32 LEDs, left 16 LEDs, right 16 LEDs
- Couldn’t be easier - attach, turn on, shoot

### Macro LED Ring Flash
**Features & Benefits**
- Includes 8 lens adapter rings (49, 52, 55, 58, 62, 67, 72, 77mm)
- Powered by readily available AA batteries (not included)
- Choose from clear, yellow, blue or milk white diffusers
- Power-saving display screen

### Super Bright Macro SMD LED Ring Flash & Light
**Features & Benefits**
- 18 super bright SMD LED beads
- Guide number (GN): 21
- Soft, shadow free lighting
- Wide color temperature: 3000K-15000K (with color diffusers)
- Choose from clear, milk, warm, blue diffusers
- Choose between flash or constant light modes
- 3 flash modes - (A) all LEDs, (B) left 9 LEDs, (C) right 9 LEDs
- Tripod mount on LED
- Power saving LCD screen
- Seven brightness levels
- Includes 8 mounting rings (49, 52, 55, 58, 62, 67, 72, 77mm)
- Powered by AA batteries (not included)

### 16 LED Ring Light
**Features & Benefits**
- Fits 7 lens filter thread sizes
- 16 cool-running LEDs
- Color temperature of 5600K
- Battery driven, no cords

### 10 LED Hi-Powered Video Light (6500k)
**Features & Benefits**
- Professional, highly powerful light source, up to 6500k (350 Lux)
- 80° beam spread
- Power dissipation 15W
- Barn doors with diffuser and warming filter
- Adjustable dimmer knob
- Includes European plug adapter

### Mini Rechargeable LED Light Bar
**Features & Benefits**
- 36 LEDs, daylight-type lighting
- Compact enough to take anywhere
- Designed for use with cameras & camcorders
- Special diffuser glass ensures smooth, light dispersion
- Built-in rechargeable batteries + AC charger, video bracket included
- 3 integrate “accessory shoes” let you build a wall of light by combining multiple units

### 36 Bulb LED Infra Red Light Bar
**Features & Benefits**
- Shoot in total darkness thanks to IR LEDs
- Intended for IR compatible camcorders
- Special diffuser lens ensures light dispersion
- Integrated shoe / tripod mount for easy mounting on or off camera
- 3 accessory shoe slots you build a wall of light by combining multiple units
- Features built-in rechargeable batteries
- Compact enough to take anywhere yet powerful enough to provide IR illumination up to 20-30 feet

### 32-LED Video Light
**Features & Benefits**
- Ultra lightweight
- Integrated lithium polymer battery
- Micro USB charging cable
- Compatible with cameras, cellphones, and tablets
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144 Ultra High Powered Super Bright LED Camera / Camcorder Video Light With Variable Color Temp.

Features & Benefits
- Pro grade 144 super bright LEDs
- 2 Separate control knobs: 1) variable color temperature control (3200K-5600K), 2) brightness dimmer control (10%-100%)
- Lightweight and stackable
- Use with still cameras and camcorders
- Built-in battery level indicator

NEW

102 LED Dimmable Light

Features & Benefits
- Pro grade super bright 102 LEDs
- Brightness dimmer control
- Mount it on a camera shoe mount with the swivel mounting head
- A unique mounting system allows it to be attached easily to most flashes
- Lightweight and stackable
- Use with still cameras and camcorders
- Uses 5 AA batteries (not included)

256 Bulb LED Light Panel

Features & Benefits
- LED light with 256 high-powered LEDs (3000-6000K temperature)
- Adjustable stepless dimmer for 0-100% brightness total control
- Light run time: 7.2V 4-1000mA battery (included) or AC power supply (included)
- Includes charger for battery
- Includes 2 diffusers/filters: warming & soft
- Includes swivel bounce hot-shoe / tripod mount

5800-6000K PLLLED256

312 High Powered Variable Dimmable Super Bright LED

Features & Benefits
- 312 Super-bright LEDs
- Two Separate Control Knobs
  - Variable color temperature control, 3200K-5600K
  - Brightness Dimmer Control (10%-100%)
- Lightweight and stackable
- Use with still picture cameras and camcorders
- Uses powered Lithium ion batteries
- Can accept 2 Lithium batteries at one time
- Built-in battery level indicator

3200-5600K PLLLED312

5600k PLLLED144

3200-5900K PLLLED500

6000k PLLLED160ET

Elite Series Professional 160 LED Video Light

Features & Benefits
- High quality LEDs produce powerful 900 lux/m illumination for professional projects
- 60 LED bulb design achieves optimal balance and light diffusion for clear, crisp HD imaging
- Broad 60° coverage
- Adjustable temperature and brightness for stunning clarity in every shot
- Includes 1 high power Lithium ion battery and rapid charger; also run on 5 AA batteries
- Includes white and yellow diffusion plates compatible with Sony F550/F650

6000k PLLLED160ET

5600k PLLLED144

5500k PLLLED102

5800-6000K PLLLED256

3200-5600K PLLLED312

3000-5900K PLLLED500

NEW
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5500k PLLED600
LED Photo Studio Color Box

Features & Benefits
- LED photo studio helps photographers achieve pro-grade light, color and clarity
- Advanced features include LCD display & silent, comfortable, easy-press buttons
- Powerful LED-driving IC delivers maximum brightness & as much as 93% efficiency
- Infrared remote control & attachable hand grip eliminate need to walk to & fro
- Versatile studio connects to other photo boxes; operates on tripod or handheld

3000-5900k PLLED1000
LED-1000 Studio Light

Features & Benefits
- 1008 cool-running LEDs
- Separate dimmers for 3000K and 5900K LEDs
- For use with video and DSLR cameras
- Inexpensive to operate at just 85 watts
- Includes AC adapter and battery receptacles (batteries not included)

BrightSaber

Features & Benefits
- Professional handheld/mountable LED lighting wand with removable tungsten filter sleeve
- Array of 298 powerful, efficient, low-heat, 5600k LED bulbs rated at >50,000 hours
- Intrinsically integrated, freely rotating, tubular tungsten filter in wraparound design which ensures perfect lighting balance
- Professional-grade LED lamp driver chip enhances consistency & lighting stability also provides up to 93% better efficiency
- Ergonomically designed, 1.7" diameter multi-purpose grip provides maximum comfort during handheld use & has built-in threaded tripod mount for studio setups
- Includes infrared lamp & camera shutter remote; rechargeable battery pack

5600k PLBSP
BrightSaber Pro

Features & Benefits
- Array of 298 powerful, efficient, low-heat, 5600k LED bulbs rated at >50,000 hours
- Intrinsically integrated, freely rotating, tubular tungsten filter in wraparound design which ensures perfect lighting balance
- Professional-grade LED lamp driver chip enhances consistency & lighting stability also provides up to 93% better efficiency
- Ergonomically designed, 1.7" diameter multi-purpose grip provides maximum comfort during handheld use & has built-in threaded tripod mount for studio setups
- Includes infrared lamp & camera shutter remote; rechargeable battery pack

BrightSaber Travel Portable Light Wand

Features & Benefits
- 98 high-powered LEDs deliver maximum illumination and instant-on
- 3D power settings provide perfect control of light output with incomparable precision
- 4 included color filters enable you to achieve exact color temperatures for all your shots
- Easy disassembly into storable pieces makes this an ideal light wand to bring on the road
- 50,000 hour LED life means amazing, perfectly lit photos and videos for years to come

5500k PLBTRA
BrightSaber Pro

Features & Benefits
- Array of 298 powerful, efficient, low-heat, 5600k LED bulbs rated at >50,000 hours
- Intrinsically integrated, freely rotating, tubular tungsten filter in wraparound design which ensures perfect lighting balance
- Professional-grade LED lamp driver chip enhances consistency & lighting stability also provides up to 93% better efficiency
- Ergonomically designed, 1.7" diameter multi-purpose grip provides maximum comfort during handheld use & has built-in threaded tripod mount for studio setups
- Includes infrared lamp & camera shutter remote; rechargeable battery pack

new
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Polaroid • SLR / Video Mounts

Tripod Dolly
Features & Benefits
- Adjust to fit most tripods
- Quick, easy setup and take down
- Foot operated wheel locks
- Convenient carry handle
- Lightweight aluminum construction
- Steady shots with still cameras & camcorders
- Includes carrying case

11” Articulating Arm
Features & Benefits
- Geared mounting flexibility
- Single point locking mechanism
- Fits on any standard shoe mount

Rolling Mini Dolly Stabilization System
Features & Benefits
- Heavy-duty aluminum platform
- Camera-protecting pads
- Four 1/4-20 threaded holes for optional accessories
- Adjustable-length telescoping handle
- Adjustable and lockable steering wheels for true roll

Video Bracket
Features & Benefits
- Unique design adds stability to all kinds of video cameras from HD-SLRs to mini-digital
- Angled lighting shoe ensures even, natural illumination
- Molded grip is ergonomically designed to add stability
- Lightweight construction and compact footprint for easy portability
- With 2 shoe mounts

Flip Mount Bracket / Dual Folding Bracket
Features & Benefits
- Eliminates red-eye & harsh shadows
- Unique “flip” arm allows for multiple flash positions & dramatic lighting effects
- Foam comfort grip + ergonomic design ensures fatigue-free use
- Durable all metal construction

Bounce Swivel Shoe Mount
Features & Benefits
- Combines 180 degrees front to back tilt with full 360 degrees rotation to turn virtually any lighting source into a lighting studio
- Standard shoe mount
- Designed to accept all standard flash units and video lights
- Built-in ripod thread for use with remote lights and slaves
- Large molded locking screws keep lights in place

24-Inch Rail Track Slider Video Stabilization System For SLR Cameras and Camcorders
Features & Benefits
- High quality black anodized smooth linear rail system
- Black anodized slider carter with bubble level
- Compound friction bearings for low noise tracking
- Adjustable feet for leveling

O - Ring Shaped Dual Bracket With 2 Standard Shoe Mounts
Features & Benefits
- Adjustable length camera mount
- Neatly 180° of flash
- Adjustment used with or without your tripod
- Puts more light in more places & great for macro (close up) photography

V - Shaped Bracket
Features & Benefits
- Constructed of lightweight solid aluminum
- Attaches easily to any camera or camcorder shoe mount 1/4” thread attachment allows you to mount it on standard light stands & tripods
- Features 2 standard shoe mounts. Provides 2 accessory shoes

Sure-GRIP Professional Camera / Camcorder Action Stabilizing Handle Mount For Canon
Features & Benefits
- Fits most compact cameras and camcorders with a standard 1/4-20 thread
- Designed with a sure-grip cushioned padded handle to alleviate the stress of lengthy filming
- High-grade abs impact-absorbent plastic
- Shoe mount (removable) for video lights, flashes, or microphones
- Variable position camera mount
- Easy, simple and fun to use

Multi Purpose Lighting Bracket
Features & Benefits
- Designed for ultra-compact digital cameras and conventional camcorders/cameras
- Angled lighting shoe ensures even lighting
- Ergonomically designed molded grip
- Two mounting systems
- Swivel ball head with standard 1/4-20 threaded mount
- Side-mounted accessory shoe
- Lightweight construction for easy portability
- Attach video lights, flash guns, microphones, video monitors

PLTRIDOL
PLSISRAM11
PLSTAT
PLEDBR
Flip Mount PLBR18
Dual Folding PLBR36
Bounce Swivel Shoe Mount PLLEDSW
24” PLSL24
47” PLSL47
O - Ring Shaped Dual Bracket With 2 Standard Shoe Mounts PLBRO
V - Shaped Bracket PLBVR
Sure-GRIP Professional Camera / Camcorder Action Stabilizing Handle Mount For Canon PLSTA
Multi Purpose Lighting Bracket PLLEDBR
**Video Shoulder Mount**

**Features & Benefits**
- Dual-braced design provides hands-free stability even when shooting action
- Thick padded foam contact points for comfort, even during long shoots

**PLVM**

---

**Video Stabilizer for GoPro® Action Cameras, Smartphones, Small SLRs & Camcorders**

**Features & Benefits**
- Provides smooth & accurate stability and reduces camera vibration during video recording
- Lightweight aluminum alloy and steel construction
- Rubberized non-slip mounting surface
- Built-in bubble level for precise balancing
- Comfortable foam-covered hand grip
- Includes three steel counterweights
- Includes universal phone holder and GoPro® action camera mount

**PLSTA10**

---

**Video Chest Stabilizer Support System For DSLR Cameras & Camcorders**

**Features & Benefits**
- Simple to use, sets up in seconds
- Provides stable, one-handed camera / camcorder support
- Heavy-duty aluminum construction
- Shoulder brace reduces camera shake and vibrations
- Smoother panning and tilting for videographers
- Lightweight, portable and supports up to 20 lbs.

**PLSTA18**

---

**Camera & Camcorder Dual-Grip Chest Stabilizer**

**Features & Benefits**
- High-quality, lightweight aluminum construction
- Industry standard 15mm rod system
- Dual hand grips
- Easy push-button camera removal

**PLSTA20**

---

**Power Handgrip For GoPro Cameras & Digital Cameras**

**Features & Benefits**
- Rechargeable 6,000mah battery in handle delivers power to your device
- Comfortable & ergonomic handgrip enhances stability for video capture
- Includes camera mount adapter & camera protective case compatible with GoPro Hero 3/3+/4 cameras
- ⅜-20 tripod threaded mount also included for easy mounting
- Micro USB & mini USB cables included to accommodate range of devices and adjustable width strap for easy carrying
- Can be mounted on tripod or stand via the built-in ⅜-20 threaded hole

**PLPG**

---

**Motorized Follow Focus & Zoom Control Shoulder Rig for DSLR Cameras**

**Features & Benefits**
- Unique battery-powered drive system delivers precise focus & zoom controls
- Integrated thumb switches offer full lens control while you maintain firm grip
- Smooth, seamless speed variables keep video footage sharp & shake-free
- 3 sets of gears accommodate most lenses w/70-96mm outer diameters
- Rechargeable battery, plug-in charger & assembly instruction CD included

**PLMFZR**

---

**Steady Stabilizer System**

**Features & Benefits**
- Lightweight aluminum construction
- Supports cameras up to 2.3 pounds
- Spilt level and hand stabilizer
- Multi-position counterweight
- Unique gimbal system for smooth camera motion

**PLSTA72**

---

**Professional Camera Stabilizer**

**Features & Benefits**
- Super-smooth gimbal
- Built-in split level
- Includes main counterweight and three add-on weights
- Comfortable hand grip
- Two-way adjustable mounting plate for precise balancing

**PLSTA72P**

---

**Professional Stabilizer System**

**Features & Benefits**
- High-quality, lightweight aluminum construction
- Industry standard 15mm rod system
- Dual hand grips
- Built-in mounting capability for optional accessories

**PLSTA96**

---

**Matte Box**

**Features & Benefits**
- Easy to use
- Attaches to industry standard 15mm rod systems
- Designed with vertical adjustment slot

**PLSTA96MB**

---

**Follow Focus**

**Features & Benefits**
- High-quality, lightweight aluminum construction
- Attaches to industry standard 15mm rod systems
- Slip-free accurate movement
- Includes adapter for gearless lenses

**PLSTA96FF**

---

**Handheld 3-Axis Electronic Gimbal Stabilizer for GoPro Hero 3/3+/4 Action Cameras**

**Features & Benefits**
- Electronic 3-axis gimbal stabilizes GoPro cameras in real time for sharp footage
- Super-smooth panning & tilting motions eliminate unwanted vibrations
- 3 rechargeable lithium polymer batteries & plug charger are included
- Supports GoPro Hero cameras with and without an LCD BacPac
- Lightweight for easy use & transport
- Included mounting ring & screw make installation quick, easy & secure
- Weighs just 11.43 ounces (32.76 w/batteries); measures 9.25” x 3.94” x 3.5”

**PLHGGP**

---

**Steady Stabilizer System**

**Features & Benefits**
- Lightweight aluminum construction
- Supports cameras up to 2.3 pounds
- Spilt level and hand stabilizer
- Multi-position counterweight
- Unique gimbal system for smooth camera motion
- Works with camcorders, DSLRs, and compact digital cameras

**PLISTA96**

---

**Matte Box**

**Features & Benefits**
- Easy to use
- Attaches to industry standard 15mm rod systems
- Designed with vertical adjustment slot

**PLISTA96MB**

---

**Follow Focus**

**Features & Benefits**
- High-quality, lightweight aluminum construction
- Attaches to industry standard 15mm rod systems
- Slip-free accurate movement
- Includes adapter for gearless lenses

**PLISTA96FF**

---

**Handheld 3-Axis Electronic Gimbal Stabilizer for GoPro Hero 3/3+/4 Action Cameras**

**Features & Benefits**
- Electronic 3-axis gimbal stabilizes GoPro cameras in real time for sharp footage
- Super-smooth panning & tilting motions eliminate unwanted vibrations
- 3 rechargeable lithium polymer batteries & plug charger are included
- Supports GoPro Hero cameras with and without an LCD BacPac
- Lightweight for easy use & transport
- Included mounting ring & screw make installation quick, easy & secure
- Weighs just 11.43 ounces (32.76 w/batteries); measures 9.25” x 3.94” x 3.5”

**PLHGGP**

---

**Steady Stabilizer System**

**Features & Benefits**
- Lightweight aluminum construction
- Supports cameras up to 2.3 pounds
- Spilt level and hand stabilizer
- Multi-position counterweight
- Unique gimbal system for smooth camera motion
- Works with camcorders, DSLRs, and compact digital cameras

**PLISTA96**

---

**Matte Box**

**Features & Benefits**
- Easy to use
- Attaches to industry standard 15mm rod systems
- Designed with vertical adjustment slot

**PLISTA96MB**

---

**Follow Focus**

**Features & Benefits**
- High-quality, lightweight aluminum construction
- Attaches to industry standard 15mm rod systems
- Slip-free accurate movement
- Includes adapter for gearless lenses

**PLISTA96FF**

---

**Handheld 3-Axis Electronic Gimbal Stabilizer for GoPro Hero 3/3+/4 Action Cameras**

**Features & Benefits**
- Electronic 3-axis gimbal stabilizes GoPro cameras in real time for sharp footage
- Super-smooth panning & tilting motions eliminate unwanted vibrations
- 3 rechargeable lithium polymer batteries & plug charger are included
- Supports GoPro Hero cameras with and without an LCD BacPac
- Lightweight for easy use & transport
- Included mounting ring & screw make installation quick, easy & secure
- Weighs just 11.43 ounces (32.76 w/batteries); measures 9.25” x 3.94” x 3.5”

**PLHGGP**
**Wireless Trigger Remote**
- Features & Benefits:
  - 15 Foot range
  - Sophisticated IR technology for instantaneous response
  - Great for time-exposures or other situations that may cause camera shake

**Hot Shoe Cord**
- Features & Benefits:
  - Synchronizes camera flash functions including TTL
  - Ideal for use with brackets, light stands etc.
  - Great for eliminating red eye & creating dramatic lighting effects
  - Heavy duty coiled cable

**Remote Cord with Interval Timer**
- Features & Benefits:
  - Set timer delays & intervals
  - Backlit LCD display
  - Take photos without camera shake
  - Great for time-lapse recording

**Wireless Flash Triggers**
- Features & Benefits:
  - 2.4GHz range up to 300 ft
  - Wirelessly synchronize multiple flash units
  - 99 channels for interference-free operation

**RC-6 Wireless Remote Shutter Release**
- Features & Benefits:
  - Wireless camera operation — trigger the camera's shutter release remotely from a distance
  - Eliminates vibrations caused by physically pressing the shutter release
  - Operating range — up to 36 ft
  - Replaces Canon RC-5 & RC-6

**Camera Battery Grip**
- Features & Benefits:
  - Effectively doubles your shooting time
  - Vertical fire release

**SelfieDisc Enhanced IR Remote Shutter Release**
- Features & Benefits:
  - Quarter-sized, IR-based remote shutter remotely snaps photos, starts/stops video recording
  - App-based controller, enhances remote shutter’s RC capabilities
  - Allows for delay, intervalometer for time-lapse, animation, etc.
  - Other effects app controls the remote shutter via Bluetooth
  - Includes FREE protective silicon bumper case, button cell battery & camera hanging strap

**PLRRC5 Canon**
**PLRML3 Nikon**
**PLSCC Canon**
**PLSCN Nikon**
**PLSCP Pentax**
**PLSCOP Olym/Pana**
**PLRTC Canon**
**PLRTC18 Canon**
**PLRTN Nikon**
**PLRWC Canon**
**PLRWN Nikon**
**PLR18D40 Nikon**
**PLR18D3100 Nikon**
**PLR18XSI Canon**
**PLR18SL1 Canon**
**PLR1850D Canon**
**PLR1860D Canon**
**PLR1870D Canon**
**PLR185DM2 Canon**
**PLR185DM3 Canon**
**PLR181T3 Canon/T3/1100D**
**PLR18BD60 Nikon D600**
**PLR18BD600 Nikon D600/D800E**
**PLR18BD5100 Nikon D5100**
**PLR18BD5200 Nikon D5200**
**PLR18BD5300 Nikon D5300**
**PLR18BD7000 Nikon**
**PLR18BD7100 Nikon**
**PLR18BD80 Nikon**
**PLR18BD800 Nikon D800/D800E**
**PLR18BD800D Nikon D800/D800E**
**PLR18BD8100 Nikon D810**
**PLR18BD8200 Nikon D8200**
**PLR18BD8300 Nikon D8300**
**PLR18BD900 Nikon**
**PLR18BD900D Nikon D900**
**PLR18BD9100 Nikon D9100**
**PLR18BD9200 Nikon D9200**

**Camera Battery Grip**
- Features & Benefits:
  - Attaches through camera’s tripod mount and battery compartment
  - Durable rubberized surface improves grip & handling
  - Intuitive placement of key camera controls makes portrait shooting as easy as landscape shooting
  - Can also be used with standard AA batteries thanks to included speedloader

**Camera Battery Grip**
- Features & Benefits:
  - Attaches through camera’s tripod mount and battery compartment
  - Durable rubberized surface improves grip & handling
  - Intuitive placement of key camera controls makes portrait shooting as easy as landscape shooting
  - Can also be used with standard AA batteries thanks to included speedloader

**Camera Battery Grip**
- Features & Benefits:
  - Attaches through camera’s tripod mount and battery compartment
  - Durable rubberized surface improves grip & handling
  - Intuitive placement of key camera controls makes portrait shooting as easy as landscape shooting
  - Can also be used with standard AA batteries thanks to included speedloader

**Camera Battery Grip**
- Features & Benefits:
  - Attaches through camera’s tripod mount and battery compartment
  - Durable rubberized surface improves grip & handling
  - Intuitive placement of key camera controls makes portrait shooting as easy as landscape shooting
  - Can also be used with standard AA batteries thanks to included speedloader

**Camera Battery Grip**
- Features & Benefits:
  - Attaches through camera’s tripod mount and battery compartment
  - Durable rubberized surface improves grip & handling
  - Intuitive placement of key camera controls makes portrait shooting as easy as landscape shooting
  - Can also be used with standard AA batteries thanks to included speedloader
3 Piece Multi-Coated Filter Kit

**Features & Benefits**

- UV Protective Filter: Prevents loss of sharpness and contrast by filtering out UV rays. Protects lens from scratches, scuffs and smudges.
- CPL Circular Polarizer Filter: Reduces glare and takes total control of color saturation. Makes skies bluer and grass greener—even on-location.
- FLD Fluorescent Filter: Eliminates that annoying greenish “tinge” that fluorescent lights add to photos.

**Neutral Density 9 Filter**
- Neutral Density 9 Filter: Reduces the amount of light that reaches your lens without affecting color integrity. Allows for slower shutter speeds and wider aperture settings.

**Soft Focus Filter:**
- Ideal for portraits as it softens blemishes and wrinkles while maintaining consistent exposure.

**Revolving 4 Point Star Filter:**
- Adds a dazzling 4 pointed “Star” effect to any light source. With the revolving filter you can turn and adjust the filter to your desired results.

**Warming Filter:**
- When it comes to turning a drab dusk into a stunning sunset or turning subtle skin tones into stunning skin tones, this is the filter you will need.

**Neutral Density Pro-Grade 3-Piece Photography Filter Set**

**Features & Benefits**
- 3-piece set includes ND3, ND6 & ND9 filters
- Neutral density pro-photography grade keeps hues of colors 100% true
- Double-threaded design enables easy stacking of filters and accessories.

**Close-Up Lens Kit**

**Features & Benefits**
- Decreases the minimum focusing distance of virtually any lens to macro levels.
- UV Protective Filter: Prevents loss of sharpness and contrast by filtering out UV rays. Protects lens from scratches, scuffs and smudges.
- CPL Circular Polarizer Filter: Reduces glare and takes total control of color saturation. Makes skies bluer and grass greener—even on-location.
- FLD Fluorescent Filter: Eliminates that annoying greenish “tinge” that fluorescent lights add to photos.

**Lens Samples**

- **UV Protective Filter**
  - 49mm PLFILDCCL49
  - 52mm PLFLDCCL52
  - 55mm PLFLDCCL55
  - 58mm PLFLDCCL58
  - 62mm PLFLDCCL62
  - 67mm PLFLDCCL67
  - 72mm PLFLDCCL72
  - 77mm PLFLDCCL77

- **CPL Circular Polarizer Filter**
  - 49mm PLFILDCCL49
  - 52mm PLFILDCCL52
  - 55mm PLFILDCCL55
  - 58mm PLFILDCCL58
  - 62mm PLFILDCCL62
  - 67mm PLFILDCCL67
  - 72mm PLFILDCCL72
  - 77mm PLFILDCCL77

- **FLD Fluorescent Filter**
  - 49mm PLFILDCCL49
  - 52mm PLFILDCCL52
  - 55mm PLFILDCCL55
  - 58mm PLFILDCCL58
  - 62mm PLFILDCCL62
  - 67mm PLFILDCCL67
  - 72mm PLFILDCCL72
  - 77mm PLFILDCCL77

- **Neutral Density 9 Filter**
  - 49mm PLFILDCCL49
  - 52mm PLFILDCCL52
  - 55mm PLFILDCCL55
  - 58mm PLFILDCCL58
  - 62mm PLFILDCCL62
  - 67mm PLFILDCCL67
  - 72mm PLFILDCCL72
  - 77mm PLFILDCCL77

**4 Piece Multi Coated Filter Kit**

**Features & Benefits**
- UV Protective Filter: Prevents loss of sharpness and contrast by filtering out UV rays. Protects lens from scratches, scuffs and smudges.
- CPL Circular Polarizer Filter: Reduces glare and takes total control of color saturation. Makes skies bluer and grass greener—even on-location.
- FLD Fluorescent Filter: Eliminates that annoying greenish “tinge” that fluorescent lights add to photos.
- Soft Focus Filter: Ideal for portraits as it softens blemishes and wrinkles while maintaining consistent exposure.
- Warming Filter: When it comes to turning a drab dusk into a stunning sunset or turning subtle skin tones into stunning skin tones, this is the filter you will need.

**Neutral Density 9 Filter**
- Neutral Density 9 Filter: Reduces the amount of light that reaches your lens without affecting color integrity. Allows for slower shutter speeds and wider aperture settings.

**Soft Focus Filter:**
- Ideal for portraits as it softens blemishes and wrinkles while maintaining consistent exposure.

**Revolving 4 Point Star Filter:**
- Adds a dazzling 4 pointed “Star” effect to any light source. With the revolving filter you can turn and adjust the filter to your desired results.

**Warming Filter:**
- When it comes to turning a drab dusk into a stunning sunset or turning subtle skin tones into striking skin tones, this is the filter you will need.

**Neutral Density Pro-Grade 3-Piece Photography Filter Set**

**Features & Benefits**
- 3-piece set includes ND3, ND6 & ND9 filters
- Neutral density pro-photography grade keeps hues of colors 100% true
- Double-threaded design enables easy stacking of filters and accessories.
### Neutral Density Filter - ND 0.9
- **Features & Benefits**
  - Eliminates oversposed & washed-out images
  - Lets you use larger aperture settings
  - Keeps your subject in focus while blurring background/foreground even in bright light
  - Will not effect color or detail of scene

### Neutral Density ND2-2000 Camera Filter
- **Features & Benefits**
  - Offers 2-2000 stops of neutral density
  - Smoothly rotates to whatever density you need
  - Multi-coated glass construction
  - Holds optical quality at all settings
  - Does not affect coloration of the photo

### Circular Polarizer Filter
- **Features & Benefits**
  - Offers 2-2000 stops of neutral density
  - Fast and easy to use
  - Smoothly rotates to whatever density you need
  - Multi-coated glass construction
  - Holds optical quality at all settings
  - Does not affect coloration of the photo

### Infrared X-Ray Filter
- **Features & Benefits**
  - permits a 49.5-58mm viewfinder
  - Dark tinted car windows and sometimes even in total darkness
  - Camera can sometimes see things completely invisible to the human eye

### Macro Reverse Ring Camera Mount Adapter
- **Features & Benefits**
  - All metal construction
  - Smooth surface for effortless mount
  - Extreme macro close-up results

### Multi-Coated Variable Range Neutral Density Filter - 6 Filters in 1
- **Features & Benefits**
  - Use larger aperture settings in bright light, permitting a shallow depth of field and beautiful background blue
  - Will not effect the color or detail of a scene
  - Eliminates oversposed & washed out images
  - Filters in 1: Variable range: ND3, ND4, ND8, ND16, ND32, ND64

### Filter Wrench
- **Features & Benefits**
  - Lightweight flexible plastic construction
  - Assists with the removal of stubborn filters
  - Designed not to scratch

### Neutral Density Filter - ND 0.6
- **Features & Benefits**
  - Eliminates oversposed & washed-out images
  - Lets you use larger aperture settings
  - Keeps your subject in focus while blurring background/foreground even in bright light
  - Will not effect color or detail of scene

### Protective Filter
- **Features & Benefits**
  - Protects lens from scratches, scuffs and smudges
  - Picture perfect results

### Polycarbonate UV Filter
- **Features & Benefits**
  - Absorbs ultraviolet light
  - Absorbs ultra violet light

### Multi-Coated UV Protective Filter
- **Features & Benefits**
  - Prevents loss of sharpness and contrast by filtering out UV rays and haze
  - Protects lens from scratches, scuffs and smudges
  - Picture perfect results

---

### Related Products
- **Polaroid Filters**
- **Polaroid IRFIL**
- **Polaroid 52mm**
- **Polaroid 58mm**
- **Polaroid Macro**
- **Polaroid Circular Polarizer**
- **Polaroid Multi-Coated**

---

**Further Resources**
- [Polaroid Filters](#)
- [Polaroid UV Filters](#)
- [Polaroid CPL Filters](#)
- [Polaroid ND Filters](#)
- [Polaroid Screw-in Filters](#)
- [Polaroid Macro Filters](#)
### Polaroid • Lenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lens Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>.43x High Definition Wide Angle Lens With Macro Attachment</strong></td>
<td>Mounts on existing lens. Can be used with zoom lenses. Eliminates ghosting and glare. Infrared &amp; macro capable. Compatible with video &amp; still cameras.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.2X High Definition Telephoto Lens</strong></td>
<td>Mounts on existing lens. Can be used with zoom lenses. Eliminates ghosting and glare. Infrared &amp; macro capable. Compatible with video &amp; still cameras.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>.43x HD Wide Angle Lens &amp; 2.2X Telephoto Kit With Macro Attachment</strong></td>
<td>Mounts on existing lens. Can be used with zoom lenses. Eliminates ghosting and glare. 58mm kit includes 52mm, 55mm adapter rings. 37mm kit includes 34mm, 30.5mm, 43mm adapter rings. Infrared &amp; macro capable. Compatible with video &amp; still cameras.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.5X HD Super Telephoto Lens</strong></td>
<td>Mounts on existing lens. Can be used with zoom lenses. Eliminates ghosting and glare. 58mm includes a 52mm adapter ring. Infrared &amp; macro capable. Compatible with video &amp; still cameras.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.5X HD Super Telephoto Lens</strong></td>
<td>Mounts on existing lens. 52mm adapter ring included. Eliminates ghosting and glare. Infrared &amp; macro capable. Compatible with video &amp; still cameras.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1X-2.5X Right Angle Viewfinder</strong></td>
<td>Includes 3 eyepiece adapters for Canon EOS (fits all but SD), Nikon (fits all but D300), Minolta, Sony Alpha, Leica, Pentax, Olympus and Fuji SLR. Keeps correct subject position even with 360 degrees rotation. Optic adjustment to accommodate for individual eyeglass. Rubber eyecup for comfortable viewing. 9 elements in 3 groups with high definition multi-coated optics. Adjustable 1X - 2.5X magnification. Eyepiece turns to focus. Suede pouch for convenient storage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slide Duplicator</strong></td>
<td>Copies 35mm slides in minutes. Doubles as a macro lens for your camera. Works with film and digital SLR cameras, also with analog and digital camcorders. Very easy to attach and use with any 58mm or 52mm threaded lens.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Viewfinder with 3x Magnification Zoom</strong></td>
<td>Viewfinder delivers clearest image of camera display. 3x magnification zoom. Comfortable eyepiece blocks sun/ambient light. Adjusts for right &amp; left eyes. Professional fit enhances shooting stability &amp; greatly reduces camera shake. Hinged viewfinder flips up &amp; serves as display hood for optimal use outdoors. Compatible with displays 3&quot; to 3.2&quot; &amp; aspect ratios of 3:2 or 4:3. Carrying pouch included.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Ultra Wide Angle 8mm f/3.5 Circular Fisheye Lens**

**Features & Benefits**
- Digitally-optimized, circular ultra-wide 8mm fisheye
- Auto focus lens provides circular images with an angle of view of dramatic 180° when attached to a full-frame digital or 35mm film SLR camera
- Super multi-layer lens coating reduces flare and ghosting
- Minimum focusing distance of 12 inches
- Built-in petal type hood
- Glass is 10 elements in 7 groups

**Plextec**
- Canon: PL900MFC
- Nikon: PL900MFN

---

**900mm f/8 HD Manual Focus Telephoto Mirror Lens**

**Features & Benefits**
- A fully multi-coated (twenty element) low dispersion glass capable of producing sharp, high definition images
- Anti-reflection coating
- High speed auto exposure capable
- Includes deluxe lens case
- Infrared compatible
- Compact and lightweight
- Aluminum alloy construction
- T-mount adapter is required to attach this lens (sold separately)

**Plextec**
- Canon: PLEXTRC
- Nikon: PLEXTRN

---

**Premium Muslin Backdrop (10’ x 16.5’)**

**Features & Benefits**
- Muslin is made from 100% cotton
- Quality fabric, with an excellent feel and weight
- All sides are trimmed and finished
- Spot washable
- It comes with a pole pocket on the 10’ side

**Plextec**
- Blue: PLSEBBG
- Green: PLSEBBG
- White: PLSEBBGW
- Grey: PLSEBBGGREY

---

**Telescopic Background Stand Backdrop Support System Includes Deluxe Carrying Case**

**Features & Benefits**
- Backdrop stands extend 9.5 feet high
- Telescopic cross bar allows you to adjust it from 40° all the way up to 11°
- Holds up to 20 lbs.
- Non-slip tips on each leg to prevent movement
- Folds up quickly and easily, comes with a pole pocket on the 10’ side

**Plextec**
- Kit: PLSEWGBKIT

---

**3 Professional Caster Wheels for Light Stands with 22mm Tubular Leg Ends**

**Features & Benefits**
- Three professional caster wheels will fit any 22mm diameter leg endings
- Heavy duty construction
- Step-on locks allow you to easily keep your equipment in place
- Will fit on the following Polaroid light stands: PLESEBFRSTAND, PLSEBGBKIT, PLSEBBGHTSTAND plus any light stand that has a 22mm leg ending

**Plextec**
- PLSEWBU33: Blue
- PLSEWBU43: Green
- PLSEWBU33: White
- PLSEWBU43: Grey

---

**White Satin-Interior Umbrella with Removable Black Cover**

**Features & Benefits**
- Umbrellas soften, broaden, and diminish the light output of any (flash) light source
- Opens and closes like a traditional umbrella
- Umbrella can be used as a bounce light source
- Convertible umbrella: white satin with removable black backing
- Includes a clear plastic storage sleeve

**Plextec**
- 33’ White Satin-Interior Umbrella: PLSEWBU33
- 43” White Satin-Interior Umbrella: PLSEWBU43

---

**White Translucent Umbrella**

**Features & Benefits**
- Umbrellas soften, broaden, and diminish the light output of any (flash) light source
- Opens and closes like a traditional umbrella
- Umbrella can be used as a bounce light source
- Includes a clear plastic storage sleeve

**Plextec**
- 33’ White Translucent Umbrella: PLSEWBU33
- 43” White Translucent Umbrella: PLSEWBU43
Collapsible Circular Reflector Disc, Gold/Silver Includes Deluxe Carrying Case

Features & Benefits:
- Creates smooth, even reflections and gives you control over your light source.
- Made from high-quality material.
- Comes with a protective case for easy storage.
- Compact, folds into a circular disk 1/3 of its open size.
- Ultra lightweight, steel band.
- Colors: silver, gold.

Collapsible Circular Reflector Disc, White/Silver Includes Deluxe Carrying Case

Features & Benefits:
- Creates smooth, even reflections and gives you control over your light source.
- Made from high-quality material.
- Comes with a protective case for easy storage.
- Compact, folds into a circular disk 1/3 of its open size.
- Ultra lightweight, steel band.
- Colors: silver, white.

5-In-1 Collapsible Circular Reflector Disc, Gold, Silver, Black, White & Translucent Includes Deluxe Carrying Case

Features & Benefits:
- Creates smooth, even reflections and gives you control over your light source.
- Made from high-quality material.
- Comes with a protective case for easy storage.
- Compact, folds into a circular disk 1/3 of its open size.
- Ultra lightweight, steel band.
- Colors: black, silver, gold, white, translucent.

Empty Saddle Sandbag For Light Stands

Features & Benefits:
- With its two wings, it allows you to drape it over light stand legs.
- Double zippered.
- Heavy-duty hand strap.
- Includes large hook for easy attachment.
- Fabric is water-resistant. (10" x 20")

8’ Air-Cushioned Heavy Duty Light Stand

Features & Benefits:
- Molded aluminum construction.
- Air cushion stands.
- Holds up to 15 lbs.
- Non-slip tips on each leg to prevent movement.
- Folds up quickly and easily.

8’ Air-Cushioned Heavy Duty Light Stand - Boom & Universal Reflector Holder + Deluxe Pro Carrying Case

Features & Benefits:
- With its two clips, it is adjustable to hold reflectors from 22” to 40”.
- It is adjustable, easy to swivel and rotate for precise position.
- This can be used as well as a light stand and will extend to 8’.
- The air cushioned feature saves equipment and fingers from harm.
- Includes pro carrying case.

Digital Flash Umbrella Mount Kit

Features & Benefits:
- This Polaroid digital flash umbrella mount kit includes:
  - Two (2) 6’ air cushioned heavy duty light stand - molded aluminum construction, air cushion stands, holds up to 15 lbs.
  - Non-slip tips on each leg to prevent movement.
  - Folds up quickly and easily.
  - Two (2) white satin interior umbrellas with removable black cover - umbrellas soften, broaden, and diminish the light output of any flash light source.
  - Two (2) shoe mount umbrella adapters - fits most standard light stand tops, cold shoe holds most shoe-mount flashes.
  - Pro case included.

Shoe Mount Umbrella Adapter

Features & Benefits:
- Fits most standard light stand tops.
- Cold shoe holds most shoe-mount flashes.

Polaroid • Studio Accessories
Table Top Lighting Studio Kit

Features & Benefits

An all-in-one photo studio that's easy to set up and easy to transport. Everything you need to take professional studio-quality images. Softens shadows caused by your camera's direct flash. Photograph small objects, get professional results. Choose from our 4 backdrop colors: red, blue, black, white for maximum effect.

Travel Foldable LED Photo Light Box

Features & Benefits

Built-in LED light strip. Achieve perfect lighting anywhere with this convenient, travel-ready light box. Includes 3 background inserts. Includes AC power adapter.

Lighted Photo Tent with Remote

Features & Benefits


Professional LED Table Top Photo Studio Kit

Features & Benefits

An all-in-one photo studio that’s easy to set up and easy to transport. Durable white diffusion material allows all-angle lighting. Pairs with suitable light table for bottom-lit imagery. Includes hanging fastener for creating gradient light curve. Backdrop includes black, white, blue & red sweeps for maximum effect. Enables completely shadowless lighting, ideal for product shots. Provides optimal object isolation for flawless close-ups. Creates perfect shooting atmosphere for shiny objects, glassware, etc. Easily collapses into storage case for easy storage & transport.

Studio Box Photography Tent

Features & Benefits

Achieve perfect lighting with this photography tent, then fold it flat for easy storage. LED light panel. 4 background inserts to best customize your shots. Includes 1 diffuser. Includes AC power adapter.
Roadie Series Professional Hard Case

**Features & Benefits**
Streamlined, yet roomy design perfect for travel and on-location use
- Custom cube pre-cut foam lets you easily customize case interior to perfectly fit and protect your camera or camcorder
- Lightweight aluminum alloy/pvc construction
- Aluminum alloy frame, dual key locks and high impact pvc panels keep contents safe and secure
- Removable reinforced carrying strap
- Outside Dimensions: 12” x 10.25” x 5.13”
- Inside Dimensions: 12.38” x 9.63” x 4.5”

Holster Bag for DSLR Camera

**Features & Benefits**
- Made out of durable waterproof 600D vinyl backed polyester
- Lightweight carrying comfort
- Closed-cell foam for optimal camera protection
- Carrying options: belt loop, handle, adjustable/removable shoulder strap
- Fiery-red interior for low-light conditions – with zippered mesh pockets
- Accommodates DSLR Camera

Holster Bag for DSLR Camera with 18-55mm "Kit" Lens

**Features & Benefits**
- Made out of durable waterproof 600D vinyl backed polyester
- Lightweight carrying comfort
- Closed-cell foam for optimal camera protection
- Carrying options: belt loop, handle, adjustable/removable shoulder strap
- Fiery-red interior for low-light conditions – with zippered mesh pockets
- Accommodates small DSLR with 18-55mm “kit” lens attached

Foam-Padded Shoulder Bag for Mirrorless Camera and up to 2 Lenses

**Features & Benefits**
- Made out of durable waterproof 600D vinyl backed polyester
- Lightweight carrying comfort
- Closed-cell foam for optimal camera protection
- Carrying options: belt loop, handle, adjustable/removable shoulder strap
- Zippered front pocket
- Accommodates mirrorless/telezoom camera, 1 additional lens and a flash

Elite Series Deluxe Premium SLR Camera Bag

**Features & Benefits**
- Sleek design
- Sturdy construction
- Dividers for custom fit
- Removable shoulder strap
- Carrying handle
- 3 outside pockets
- Webbed inside pocket
- Inside dimensions: 10.75”(L) X 5.25”(W) X 6.75”(H)
- Outside dimensions: 14”(L) X 6.75”(W) X 8.25”(H)
**Microfiber Cleaning Cloth With Storage Pouch**

**Features & Benefits**
- Dust & smudge removing microfiber cloth
- Self locking attachment clip
- Snap closure storage pouch

---

**Compact Backpack for Amateur Photographers**

**Features & Benefits**
- Made out of durable waterproof 600D vinyl backed polyester
- Lightweight carrying comfort
- Shoulder strap have anti-slip rubberized feature
- Neoprene Adjustable Wrist Strap
- Quick disconnects allow the camera removal without removing the strap from your wrist
- Both wrist and strap are fully adjustable
- Extra secure, double rivet construction
- Front zippered pocket for accessories

---

**Neoprene Adjustable Wrist Strap**

**Features & Benefits**
- Resilient neoprene construction
- Quick disconnects allow camera removal without removing the strap from your wrist
- Both wrist and strap are fully adjustable
- Extra secure, double rivet construction
- Front zippered pocket for accessories

---

**Compact Single-Strap Sling Pack for Amateur Photographers**

**Features & Benefits**
- Made out of durable waterproof 600D vinyl backed polyester
- Lightweight carrying comfort
- Shoulder strap have anti-slip rubberized feature
- Neoprene Adjustable Wrist Strap
- Quick disconnects allow the camera removal without removing the strap from your wrist
- Both wrist and strap are fully adjustable
- Extra secure, double rivet construction
- Front zippered pocket for accessories

---

**Neoprene Adjustable Cushioned Neck Strap**

**Features & Benefits**
- Adjustable length strap
- Resilient neoprene anti-slip material, yet easy on your neck
- Convenient quick disconnects allow the camera to separate from the strap without removing it from your neck
- Soft, elastic neck band attaches to cameras with two mounting points

---

**Wrist Strap & Neck Strap Combo Kit**

**Features & Benefits**
- 4 Straps, 2 colors
- Replaces lost or worn camera straps
- Protects your camera from accidental falls
- Contains 2 wrist straps and 2 neck straps
Snap Mount Lens Cap

**Features & Benefits**
- Made of durable plastic composite
- Provides secure protection for your lenses & filters
- Compatible with all lenses which accept threaded lenses
- Filter thread of lens must be the same mm as the snap mount

Scalloped Lens Hood Screw-On

**Features & Benefits**
- Can be used with virtually any threaded filter or lens barrel
- Unique scalloped design prevents lens flare while protecting lens and improving contrast & image quality

Camera Body Cap

**Features & Benefits**
- Designed to fit SLR camera lenses
- Body cap will protect your camera’s delicate sensor from dust and dirt when a lens is not mounted
- Made of high impact plastic for extra durability

T-Mount Adapter

**Features & Benefits**
- An accessory ring available in most popular mounts which converts the lens mount of your DSLR camera to a T-mount.

Domed White Balance Lens Cap

**Features & Benefits**
- Works with any brand lenses
- Replaces Regular Lens Cap: With the white balance lens cap, you get 2 items in 1 - a lens cap and a white balance card
- Consistent Results: Having the white balance reference as close to the lens means the white balance will be consistent each time
- Integrated Center Lock: The lens cap features the classic center lock mechanism found on most lenses to keep the lens protected when not in use

Rear Lens Cap

**Features & Benefits**
- Designed for SLR camera lenses
- Rear lens caps are for protecting the rear mount of your lenses from accidental scratches or impact when not attached to the camera
- Made of high impact plastic for extra durability

Rear Lens Cap

**Features & Benefits**
- Designed for SLR camera lenses
- Rear lens caps are for protecting the rear mount of your lenses from accidental scratches or impact when not attached to the camera
- Made of high impact plastic for extra durability

Polaroid Lens Caps & Hoods

- **37mm**: PLLC37
- **40.5mm**: PLLC40.5
- **49mm**: PLLC49
- **52mm**: PLLC52
- **55mm**: PLLC55
- **58mm**: PLLC58
- **62mm**: PLLC62
- **67mm**: PLLC67
- **72mm**: PLLC72
- **77mm**: PLLC77

- **52mm**: PLLH52
- **55mm**: PLLH55
- **58mm**: PLLH58
- **62mm**: PLLH62
- **67mm**: PLLH67
- **72mm**: PLLH72
- **77mm**: PLLH77

- **52mm**: PLLHC52
- **58mm**: PLLHC58

- **52mm**: PLLCWS52
- **55mm**: PLLCWS55
- **58mm**: PLLCWS58
- **62mm**: PLLCWB62
- **67mm**: PLLCWB67
- **72mm**: PLLCWB72
- **77mm**: PLLCWB77

- **PLLCAN**: Canon
- **PLLCBCN**: Canon
- **PLLCBRCN**: Canon M
- **PLLCBNK**: Nikon
- **PLLCBNK1**: Nikon 1
- **PLLCBNX**: Samsung
- **PLLCBOY**: Olympus
- **PLLCBOLY**: Olympus Micro
- **PLLCBPEK**: Pentax K
- **PLLCBPEQ**: Pentax Q
- **PLLCBSY**: Sony
- **PLLCBSYNEX**: Sony NEX

- **PLLCRCN**: Canon
- **PLLCRCNM**: Canon M
- **PLLCRNX**: Nikon
- **PLLCRNX1**: Nikon 1
- **PLLCRNX2**: Samsung
- **PLLCROLY**: Olympus
- **PLLCROLYM**: Olympus Micro
- **PLLCRPEK**: Pentax K
- **PLLCRPEQ**: Pentax Q
- **PLLCRSY**: Sony
- **PLLCRSYNEX**: Sony NEX
Polaroid • Cleaning Accessories

5 Piece Cleaning Kit

Features & Benefits
- Multipurpose cleaning kit for digital cameras & camcorders
- Contains five essential cleaning items for camera/camcorder maintenance
- Cleans dirt, dust, and fingerprints from lens & LCD monitor
- Conveniently stores in any carry case
- Kit includes a soft-fleece fiber cloth, 5 cotton swabs, a bottle of cleaning fluid, soft lens tissue paper, and a top quality blower brush

Original LensPen® Cleaning Kit

Features & Benefits
- Includes LensPen® & mini pro ii for easy and effective cleaning of anything from eyepieces to optics
- Microfiber cleaning cloth for residue-free cleaning and touch-ups of housings, exteriors of cameras, lenses, flash units, and more
- LensPen® cleaning tips are self-replenishing so they don’t spill or dry out
- Patented dry carbon compound removes fingerprints and other residue without leaving impurities that may damage contacts, mounts, etc.
- Specialty treated anti-fog cloth

Super Blower

Features & Benefits
- Oversized silicon bulb produces a powerful blast of air with every squeeze
- Environmentally friendly—it does not use liquids or compressed air or other consumables
- Bight colors for high visibility

Original "Lens-Pen" Cleaning Pen

Features & Benefits
- Safe for all lenses
- Long life—up to 500 uses
- Patented dry carbon compound
- Environmentally friendly
- Outperforms all other cleaning devices
- Unique self-replenishing tip
- U.S. SALES ONLY

Pistol Grip All-in-1 Cleaning System

Features & Benefits
- Lens cleaning pen with half-inch surface pad
- Includes cover to keep pen’s pad clean
- Integrated air blower easily removes dust
- Ergonomic pump design for either hand
- Convenient strap loop for wrist/hanging
- Made of eco-friendly rubber

4-LED Lighted & Motorized Sensor Cleaning Pen

Features & Benefits
- Super-Soft Bristles Gently Remove Dust, Dirt & Debris from Camera Sensor
- Lightweight Motor Spin Function for Removing Impurities from Bristles Before/After Cleaning
- 4 Super-Bright Built-in LED Bulbs Illuminate Camera Sensor for Better Visibility
- Ergonomic Grip Design Enables You to Spin Pen in Hand and to Clean Sensor Motor
- Is Rated at 90mW & Powered by 2 AAA-Size Batteries (Not Included)

6-LED Illuminated Sensor Loupe with 10x Magnification

Features & Benefits
- 10x magnification provides exceptionally detailed view of camera sensor
- 6 ultra-bright LEDs illuminate camera lens for easier identification of debris
- High definition multicoated optical glass reduces chromatic aberrations
- Loupe’s LEDs are powered by two CR2032 single cell batteries (included)
- Measures 2 x 2 x 1 inches; weighs just 2 ounces (54 grams)
Polaroid • Apparel

Polaroid T-Shirt

**Polaroid Snap T-Shirt**
- **Sizes:** L, XL
- **Materials:** 100% polyester
- **Features:**
  - Cool, moisture-wicking material
  - Gray with 4-color print
  - Design printed on front and back
  - For men and women

**Polaroid CUBE T-Shirt**
- **Sizes:** L, XL
- **Materials:** 100% polyester
- **Features:**
  - Cool, moisture-wicking material
  - Gray with 4-color print
  - Design printed on front and back
  - For men and women

**Polaroid ZIP T-Shirt**
- **Sizes:** L, XL
- **Materials:** 100% polyester
- **Features:**
  - Cool, moisture-wicking material
  - Gray with 4-color print
  - Design printed on front and back
  - For men and women

Polaroid Baseball Cap

**Polaroid Snap Baseball Cap**
- **Materials:**
  - Styrene body
  - Product brackets are powder coated sheet metal (white)
  - Pressure sensitive four color coated labels (graphics)
  - Foam tape
  - Some assembly required
- **Dimensions:**
  - Width: 15"
  - Depth: 9"
  - Height: 15 7/8"
  - Platform height/product mount: 3"

**Polaroid CUBE Baseball Cap**
- **Materials:**
  - Styrene body
  - Product brackets are powder coated sheet metal (white)
  - Pressure sensitive four color coated labels (graphics)
  - Foam tape
  - Some assembly required
- **Dimensions:**
  - Width: 15"
  - Depth: 9"
  - Height: 15 7/8"
  - Platform height/product mount: 3"

**Polaroid ZIP Baseball Cap**
- **Materials:**
  - Styrene body
  - Product brackets are powder coated sheet metal (white)
  - Pressure sensitive four color coated labels (graphics)
  - Foam tape
  - Some assembly required
- **Dimensions:**
  - Width: 15"
  - Depth: 9"
  - Height: 15 7/8"
  - Platform height/product mount: 3"

Polaroid Counter Display

**Polaroid Snap**
- **Materials & Dimensions**

**Polaroid Cube Plus**
- **Materials & Dimensions**

**Polaroid Zip Mobile Printer**
- **Materials & Dimensions**